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Introduction 

In the article, "Charles Wesley's Bristol Hymns and Poems," the author 

addresses Wesley's literary productivity during the years he lived in Bristol, 
England, which were some of the most productive of his life. Here it was that he 
settled after marrying Sarah Gwynne in 1749. From that time until they moved 
to London in 1771, he published more than one-fourth of his total poetic output 
during his entire lifetime. Among Wesley's numerous works during this period 
are some poetical works of considerable length: Short Hymns on Select Passages 
of the Holy Scriptures (1762), a two-volume devotional commentary on the 
Bible, Hymns on the Trinity (1767), and Hymns for the Use of Families, and on 
various occasions. One finds hymns and poems linked to the Christian year, to 
specific occasions, and others to natural occurrences, events (e.g., the earthquake 
of March 8, 1750), and persons (e.g., George Whitefield). In 1755 some of his 
poetry writing took on a different character. Moving beyond hymn writing, 
Wesley began composing lengthy poetic epistles to various friends on subjects 
which were of interest to him. Some of these hymns are extremely insightful as 
regards Charles Wesley's theology, moral fiber, and personal relationships. This 
article is a careful chronological survey of Charles Wesley's published and unpub
lished poetical works between the years 1749 and 1771. 

Some years ago John A. Newton wrote an article, "The Ecumenical Wesley," 
for the periodical The Ecumenical Review, which was concerned with John Wesley. 
In "Charles Wesley, Ecumenical Hymnographer" Newton turns to the poet-priest
brother, Charles, in whose hymns he finds the same ecumenical emphasis that 
characterizes John's writings. Newton describes the political violence and reli
gious turmoil in which Charles Wesley uttered the cry for tolerance, peace, and 
unity. While Charles Wesley is not viewed as a twentieth-century ecumenist, he is 
seen as a contributor to present-day ecumenism by creating a lyrical corpus of the 
central doctrines of the Christian faith, by emphasizing Christ-like love, or agape, 
as that which unifies, and by creating a lyrical theology that is sung world-wide. 

Not very much has been written about Sarah Wesley (Sally, Jr.), daughter of 
Charles and Sarah (Gwynne) Wesley. She was one of the three children, of the 
eight born to the Wesleys, who survived the first year of life. Five died at birth 
or in the first year of infancy. We know more of her brothers, Charles, Jr., and 
Samuel, both musicians, than of Sally, Jr. In the article "Sarah Wesley, Woman of 
Her Times" Wilma 1. Quantrille paints an interesting picture of this bright and tal
ented woman, setting her in the family, literary, and intellectual contexts of her 
time. She was a gifted woman who circulated among some of the literary elite of 
her day, and who also wrote poetry. A significant debt is owed her for the care 
with which she preserved many of the Charles Wesley family papers. 

In the article "Mon tres cher Ami" Peter Forsaith examines the letters of John 
Fletcher, friend and "Methodist" preacher, who was born in Switzerland. Forsaith 
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examines the letters of Fletcher to Charles Wesley from August 1758 until the end of 
1770, all of which are in French. As the letters have not been published before and 
only rarely cited, Forsaith's article is a significant contribution. He surmises that "in 
the late 1750s Fletcher was ministering with Charles Wesley to French-speaking 
congregations in London, and they decided that it would be a good practice to write 
regularly in French" (see below, page 54). The letters are a valuable source of infor
mation regarding eighteenth-century Methodist society life, the turmoil endured by 
the Methodist societies, and Fletcher's personal relationship with Charles Wesley. 
The letters also reflect the impact and influence of Charles Wesley on Fletcher's 
personal and pastoral life and shed some light on the Maxfield-Bell controversy. 

For years A. M. Allchin has been an avid reader of Charles Wesley's hymns. 
As an astute Anglican scholar he continues to explore the riches of their spiritu
ality. Once again, in the article "The Trinity in the Hymns of Charles Wesley," 
Allchin plunges the depths of Wesley's poetry, and reveals the timeless resonance 
of his language and thought with diverse dimensions of the theology and tradi
tion of Eastern Orthodoxy: particularly the Trinity, Incarnation, and theosis or 
deification. Allchin maintains that for Charles Wesley "Trinity and Incarnation go 
inseparably together, and Incarnation implies the incorporation of humanity into 
the movement of the manifestation of divine love" (page 74). Allchin's treatment 
of Wesley's Hymns on the Trinity (1767) is of particular interest in this regard. 
Wesley sees all of human life as caught up in the movement of love among the 
Persons of the Trinity. Allchin's article is a valuable contribution to the discus
sion of Orthodoxy and Wesleyan spirituality. 

The Proceedings of The Charles Wesley Society is published annual1y by the 
Society, and a subscription is included in the annual membership fee. Copies are 
also available for purchase. For inquiries regarding Society memberships write to: 

USA: Dr. Wilma 1. Quantrille UK: Mr. E. Alan Rose 
310 Di vision Avenue 26 Roe Cross Green 
Hasbrouck Heights Mottram, Hyde 
New Jersey 07604 Cheshire SK14 6LP 

For inquiries regarding institutional subscriptions, orders, and to submit books for 
review write to: 

USA: 	Dr. S T Kimbrough, Jr. UK: Mr. E. Alan Rose 
128 Bridge Avenue 26 Roe Cross Green 
Bay Head Mottram, Hyde 
New Jersey 08742 Cheshire SK14 6LP 

Manuscripts will not be accepted for publication, as Proceedings is a forum for 
papers presented at the Society's annual meetings. 

S T Kimbrough, Jr., Editor 
Director ofPublications, The Charles Wesley Society 



Charles Wesley's Bristol Hymns and Poems 
S T Kimbrough, Jr. 

The title of this article, "Charles Wesley's Bristol Hymns and Poems," is 
intended to refer to the hymns and poems he published and those he wrote that 
remained unpublished during the years he lived in Bristol. It is a foreboding title 
because of the extensive amount of material published between 1749, the year he 
acquired a house in Bristol, and 1771, the year he moved to London. 

The fact that these hymns and poems were published during the period he 
lived in Bristol does not mean necessarily that they were written at this time. For 
example, Hymns for the Watchnight, published in 1750, contains eleven hymns, 
ten of which first appeared in Hymns and Sacred Poems 1749 (vol. 2) and one of 
which was published in Hymns and Sacred Poems 1742. Also Hymns for 
Children, published by Farley of Bristol in 1763, printed once again the first half 
of Wesley's 1746 Hymns for Children, which itself had been taken in large mea
sure from the section "Hymns for Children" in Hymns and Sacred Poems 1742. 

Felix Farley of Bristol was Wesley's primary Bristol printer until the former's 
death in 1753. Thereafter Elizabeth Farley, the printer's widow, and their son 
Samuel took over the printing responsibilities for the works of Charles Wesley 
entrusted to them. In 1760 William Pine became Charles's primary Bristol 
printer. From 1760 to 1779 Pine published fifteen of his works, including three 
editions of Hymns for Those that seek, and those that have Redemption in the 
Blood of Jesus Christ (henceforth, Redemption Hymns), first printed in 1747. 
Pine published the first edition of Hymns for the Use of Families (1767) and the 
first and only edition of Hymns on the Trinity (1767). 

It is important to note, however, that Charles Wesley's works were not limited to 
Bristol printers during his Bristol years. William Strahan of London was used by 
Wesley six times during this period: (1) 1755-An Epistle to the Reverend Mr John 
Wesley; (2) 1759-(a) Funeral Hymns, (b) Hymns on the Expected Invasion, (c) 
Hymns of Intercession for the Kingdom ofEngland; (3) 1760-Reasons against a 
Separation . .. 1758. With hymns for Preachers among the Methodists; (4) 1771
An Epistle to the Reverend Mr George Whitefield. Another London printer, Henry 
Cock, was used by Charles Wesley in 1753 for a reprint ofRedemption Hymns (1747). 

There were a number of reprints of previous works by the Bristol printer 
William Pine between 1760 and 1779: as mentioned above, three editions of 
Redemption Hymns, four editions of Hymns for New Years Day, two editions of 
Hymns for those to whom Christ is All in All. 

If we exclude non-hymnic poetry, such as An Epistle to the Rev Mr John 
Wesley, by Charles Wesley, Presbyter ofthe Church ofEngland (1755), An Epistle 
to the Reverend Mr George Whitefield (1771), and An Elegy on the late Reverend 
George Whitefield, M.A. (1771), approximately 2,879 hymns were published by 
Wesley during the period of time he lived in Bristol, and many more were writ
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ten that remained unpublished. I reiterate, however, that the publication of these 
hymns during this period does not mean that they were written in Bristol, though 
it can be said without question that the majority of them were. Short Hymns on 
Select Passages ofthe Holy Scriptures, published in two volumes by Felix Farley 
in 1762, was comprised of some 2,349 hymns on almost every book of the Bible, 
and undoubtedly most of these hymns were written during Wesley's Bristol years. 
Many were no doubt written in nearby Bath, where Charles went in 1761 to recu
perate from an illness. This means that at least one-fourth of Charles's total hymn 
composition took place during the years he resided in Bristol. If we include the 
poems to John Wesley and the two Charles dedicated to George Whitefield, death 
poems, and other non-hymnic lyrics, it can be said unequivocally that well over 
one-fourth of his total poetical output was composed in the Bristol years. 

The procedure for the remainder of this article will be to trace Charles 
Wesley's Bristol poetical publications chronologically, noting where possible 
appropriate and identifiable works which were written during his Bristol years 
that remained unpublished at the time or during his lifetime. 

1750 

The transitional publications for the Bristol residency were, one might say, com
panion pieces: Hymns for the Watchnight and Hymns for New Years Day, both 
published in 1750. The former was a reproduction of previously published hymns: 
ten of the eleven hymns were first published as "Hymns for the Watchnight" in 
Hymns and Sacred Poems of 1749, volume 2. One hymn came from Hymns and 
Sacred Poems of 1742. Hymnsfor New Years Day included seven hymns and was 
published anonymously. It contained two hymns that have endured: "Blow ye 
the trumpet, blow" (No.3) and "Come, let us anew our journey pursue" (No.5). 

On February 8, 1750, Charles recorded in his Journal, "There was an earth
quake in London." At this time he was in Bristol and his brother John, who was 
in London, recorded the following account of the earthquake. 

It was about a quarter after twelve that the earthquake began at the skirts of the town. 
It began in the south-east, went through Southwark, under the river, and then from 
one end of London to the other. It was observed at Westminster and Grosvenor
square [atJ a quarter before one. Perhaps, if we allow for the difference of the clocks, 
about a quarter of an hour after it began in Southwark. There were three distinct 
shakes, or wavings to and fro, attended with a hoarse, rumbling noise, like thunder."· 

One month later, on March 8th of 1750, Charles Wesley was in London and 
John in Bristol. Charles recorded in his Journal on that day: "There was an 
earthquake in London." John was in Bristol at the time and on the same day 
Charles wrote to John: 

IThomas Jackson, The Life ofthe Rev. Charles Wesley. M.A.• 2 vols. (London: Published by John 
Mason, 1841), 1:549. 
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This morning, at a quarter after five, we had another shock of an earthquake, far more 
violent than that of February 8th. I was jusy repeating my text, when it shook the 
Foundery so violently, that we all expected it to fall upon our heads. A great cry fol
lowed from the women and the children. I immediately cried out, 'Therefore will we 
not fear, though the earth be moved, and the hills be carried into the midst of the sea: 
for the Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is our refuge.' He filled my heart 
with faith, and my mouth with words, shaking their souls, as well as their bodies.2 

And on Wednesday, April 4th, he recorded: 

Fear filled our chapel, occasioned by a prophecy of the earthquake's return this 
night. I preached my written sermon on the subject with great effect, and gave out 
several suitable hymns. It was a glorious night for the disciples of Jesus.3 

In less than one month Charles Wesley had begun, if not completed, the hymns 
for his pamphlet of nineteen texts with the title Hymns occasioned by the 
Earthquake. March 8, 1750 (London, 1750). Part 1 included six hYmns. and Part 
2 consisted of thirteen 

The primary emphases of these hymns were: the power and sovereignty of 
God, God's mercy, and God's righteous dealing with humankind; divine forbear
ance and long-suffering, uncertainty of life, and earthly possessions. What 
endures is the joy which comes from Christ. The hymns are primarily devotional 
in nature and plead for serenity amid all the turmoil rampant in England. 

In the 1750 collection see in particular Hymn 5, "From whence these dire 
Portents around" in relation to a poem, which begins with the identical first line, 
by Charles's brother Samuel in his Poems on Several Occasions (1736), pages 
136-37. The poem is entitled "On the Passion of Our Saviour" and focuses upon 
the earthquake at the crucifixion. Charles takes his brother's first line and makes 
a connection with the experience of the 1750 earthquake. 

Samuel: 

1. 	 From whence these dire Portents around, 
That Earth and Heav'n amaze? 

Wherefore do Earthquakes cleave the Ground? 
Why hides the Sun his Rays? 

(p., 136) 

Charles: 

I. 	From whence these dire Portents around, 
That strike us with unwonted fear? 

Why do these earthquakes rock the ground, 
And threaten our destruction near? 

Ye prophets smooth, the cause explain, 
And lull us to repose again. 

(Poetical Works, 6:24) 

2Jackson, 1:549. 
JJackson. 1:550. 
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In the second edition of Hymns occasioned by the Earthquake, March 8, 1750, 
published in 1756 by Parley of Bristol, at the end of Part 1 was added 'i\n Hymn 
upon the pouring out of the Seventh Vial, Rev. xvi. xvii, &c. Occasioned by the 
Destruction of Lisbon" (pp. 10-12). It is added at the conclusion of Part 1, fol
lowing the heading "To which are added An Hymn for the English in America, 
and another for the Year 1756." 

While it is clear that the following stanzas from Part 2 of the poem on Lisbon 
would not have been intended for singing in local parishes, they illustrate the 
poetical eloquence of Wesley, almost forever lost in this obscure place. 

3. 	 Then let the thundering trumpet sound; 
The latest lightning glare; 

The mountains melt; the solid ground 
Dissolve as liquid air; 

The huge celestial bodies roll, 
Amid that general fire, 

And shrivel as a parchment scroll, 
And all in smoke expire! 

Notice the cascading alliteration in this stanza: the th-"Then let the thundering 
trumpet sound;" the l's in line 2-"The latest lightning glare;" and the m's in line 
3-"The mountains meet." 

4. 	 Yet still the Lord, the Saviour reigns, 
When nature is destroy'd, 

And no created thing remains 
Throughout the flaming void. 

Sublime upon His azure throne, 
He speaks the'almighty word: 

His fiat is obey'd! 'tis done; 
And Paradise restored. 

5. 	 So be it! let this system end, 
This ruinous earth and skies; 

The New Jerusalem descend, 
The new creation rise. 

The power omnipotent assume; 
Thy brightest majesty! 

And when Thou dost in glory come, 
My Lord, remember me! 

It should be noted that Charles's sister Mehetabel (Hetty) died on March 21, 
1750, and was buried on March 26th in London, and Charles was present. 

1753 

While Hymns and Spiritual Songs, intended for the use of real Christians of 
all denominations (London: Strahan, 1753) was a publication of John Wesley and 
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included eighty-four hymn selections from Hymns and Sacred Poems of 1739. 
1740, and 1742, it is important to mention it here, because of the Charles Wesley 
texts which are included. "By John Wesley, M.A." first appears in the tenth edi
tion, which was published by William Pine of Bristol. In the 1771 edition. pub
lished also by Pine, one finds on the title page "By John and Charles Wesley" for 
the first time. This is the attribution of authorship for aU succeeding editions dur
ing the lives of the Wesleys. except the Collins printing of 1771, in which was 
printed "By John Wesley, M.A."4 

In December of 1753 SaJly Wesley contracted smallpox. No sooner had she 
recovered, though gravely disfigured. than their first-born son, John Wesley, who 
was one year and four months old, became ill with the disease. He died not long 
after and had to be buried before Charles could return from London. To what 
extent these devastating family experiences contributed to a rather lengthy hiatus 
in Charles Wesley's publishing program, especial1y of new works, remains an open 
question. Note that after the three hymn pamphlets published in 1750, including 
a total of thirty-seven hymns, there is no other major publication until 1755. 

Charles Wesley was, however, busy at other tasks as well during these years. 
From the entry in his Journal of July 12, 1754, we know that he was assisting 
John with the Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament: "We continued in our 
retreat, transcribing the Notes." And, of course, he continued with such pastoral 
duties as preaching and visitation of the sick and prisoners. 

1755 

One thing is certain, when he began the publication of new material once 
again in the year 1755, clearly his poetry took on a new character. His published 
poetry up to that time had been primarily hymns, but during that year he wrote 
extensive poetic epistles to diverse friends, on subjects which interested him. The 
largest collection of these poems is found in MS Epistles bearing the title 
"Epistles to Moravians, Predestinarians and Methodists. By a Clergyman of the 
Church of England." It includes eight such epistles in decasyllabic couplets. All 
of them appear to have been written in 1755, except for "Epistle to a Friend," 
which is also in MS Shorthand. Only one was published that year, namely, the 
one written to John Wesley. The one to George Whitefield was published after 
Whitefield's death. The remainder of the poems were never published until 
Oliver Beckerlegge and this author published them in volume 3 of The 
Unpublished Poetry o/Charles Wesley (Nashville: KingswoodiAbingdon, 1992). 
The previously unpublished poems are: 

I. An Epistle to the Rev Mr John Wesley, by Charles Wesley, Presbyter 0/ the 
Church 0/ England. In this poetic communique Charles declares his passionate 

4The 1771 edition of Hymns and Spiritual Songs was published by Isaac Collins (1796-1817) of 
Burlington, New Jersey, and was therefore probably not supervised by JohnWesley. 
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devotion to the Church and his detennination to die in its service. Nevertheless 
he is sharp, though affectionate, in his criticism of the ills of the Church, and he 
openly censures it for worldliness and lost spirituality. He also declares his unal
terable friendship for his brother, confidence in his brother's faithfulness, and 
being of one heart with him. 

In a letter to Sally dated May 31st (1755) from London, Charles wrote: 

Dearest Sally,-I count the days between us, and look towards Charles-street sleep
ing and waking. This evening I hope will bring sister Davis safe to Bristol. I have 
sent you a pound of tea, and half a pound to Sarah Jones, which I beg her to accept. 
Be sure, refuse her money. If you want any more, tell me so in your next. 

Lady Huntingdon I expect at Clifton about the middle or end of July. 
On Thursday I read my Epistle a second time to a crowded audience, and yes

terday at the watch-night. Seven hundred are sent by this day's carrier. 
George and I spent the morning at Mrs. Grinfield's, who sends her love and 

prayers after you. We dined at Mr. Waller's. The Lord preserve my dearest Sally!S 

The epistle which he read was indubitably the one just mentioned, which Charles 
Wesley published just after his return from the 1755 conference. 

2, 3. Two epistles to Howell Harris. Harris was in danger of losing his use
fulness, and Charles sought to rouse him out of his lethargy with this stirring epis
tle in which he contrasts Harris' fonner energy with his now placid state. 
Apparently Harris did not know how to take what Wesley had written to him, and 
so Charles wrote a second epistle to him in which he describes the antichristian 
tendency of Quietism to which Harris had become receptive. 

4,5. lWo epistles to George Stonehouse, ex-vicar oflslington. Stonehouse was 
already in retirement in Dornford. Wesley strikes a kind tone while attempting to 
rejuvenate Stonehouse's interest in active ministry. Charles mentions Stonehouse's 
first wife, which probably did not please the fonner vicar, since he made it clear 
that he did not approve of certain passages in the first epistle. Nevertheless, when 
he married a second time, he invited Charles Wesley to be the officiant. 

6. An epistle to Count Zinzendorf is full of sincere rebuke. Wesley clearly 
finds the theological posture of Zinzendorf, as pertains to Quietism, unscriptural 
and dangerous. He is confident that Zinzendorf has misled Gambold and 
Stonehouse. This doctrine was a construct of Antinomianism and universal 
restoration in Wesley's view, and he fervently opposed alienating clergy from the 
Church of England and attracting them into another church. Charles was vigor
ously opposed to proselytism, especially when it was to silence and inactivity. 

7. '~n Epistle to a Friend" is from an earlier date. 
Another poem first published in 1755 is entitled "Catholic Love," which was 

printed at the end of John Wesley's sennon on 2 Kings 10:15. The poem of seven 
stanzas expresses a strong evangelical piety coupled with a high ecclesiology, as 
expressed in stanzas 2 and 7 respectively: 

5Jackson,2:81. "George" may refer to George Stonehouse (1714-1793). 
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2. 	 Forth from the midst of Babel brought, 
Parties and sects I cast behind; 

Enlarged my heart, and free my thought, 
Where'er the latent truth I find, 

The latent truth with joy to own, 
And bow to Jesu's name alone. 

7. 	 Join'd to the hidden church unknown 
In this sure bond of perfectness, 

Obscurely safe, I dwell alone, 
And glory in the'uniting grace, 

To me, to each believer given, 
To all thy saints in earth and heaven.6 

1756 

The years 1755 and following were a difficult period of history for England. 
In June 1755 the Seven Years' War began. Because of a plague among livestock, 
cattle were dying at a rapid rate. The French and British colonies in North 
America were moving toward confrontation. There were conflicts between 
Protestants and Catholics. France was becoming more and more hostile toward 
England, as opposition to Protestantism grew and France threatened to invade 
England. Lisbon was devastated by an earthquake on November 1, 1755. Yet, 
amid all this tunnoil the British were lethargic about anning themselves. 

February 6, 1756, was declared a National Fast Day and Methodists, to be 
sure, sounded the alann. George Whitefield published his Address to Persons of 
all Denominations, occasioned by the Alarm of an intended invasion, which 
included strong opposition to the Roman Catholic Church. John Wesley wrote 
and printed Serious Thoughts occasioned by the late Earthquake at Lisbon. He 
contended that the best preparation for all calamities was true religion. Wesley 
called all to the repentance of personal and national sins and summoned the 
clergy to be leaders in shaping the nation. 

Caught up in the spirit of these events, Charles Wesley composed and pub
lished seventeen hymns under the title Hymns for the Year 1756 (Bristol, 1756). 
The hymns are a call to the observance of the National Fast Day and emphasize 
national guilt, need for repentance, God's impending jUdgment, and God as the 

only refuge. Three hymns in this small collection were published in A Collection 
of Hymns for the use of the People called Methodists (1780): 

6The Poetical Works of John and Charles Wesley, ed. George Osborn, 13 vols. (London: 
\\esleyan-Methodist Conference Office, 1868-72),6:71-2. 
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"Righteous God, whose vengeful vials" (No. 15), four of six 
stanzas, vv. 1-2, 5-6, No. 59 in the 1780 Collection 

"Stand th'omnipotent decree" (No. 16) No. 60 in 1780 Collection 
"How happy are the little flock" (No. 17) No. 61 in 1780 Collection 

Note a stanza of "Righteous God, whose vengeful vials" omitted by John Wesley 
in the 1780 Collection: 

Earth, unhinged as from her basis, 
Owns her great Restorer nigh; 

Plunged in complicate distresses, 

Poor distracted sinners cry: 


Men their instant doom deploring, 

Faint beneath their fearful load: 

Ocean working, rising, roaring 
Claps his hands to meet his God. 

The last two lines seem to echo a passage in John Wesley's "Serious Thoughts 
occasioned by the late Earthquake at Lisbon": 

Who can account for the late motion in the waters; not only that of the sea, and of 
rivers communicating therewith, but even that in canals, fish-ponds, cisterns, and all 
either large or small bodies of water? It was particularly observed, that, while the 
water itself was so violently agitated, neither did the earth shake at all, nor any of the 
vessels which contained the water. Was such a thing ever known or heard ofbefore?7 

This resonates also in Hymn 14, 5: 

Outstretching His hand O'er mountains and seas, 

He shakes the dry land, And watery abyss! 

A marvelous motion Through nature is spread, 

And peaceable ocean Starts out of his bed! 


In this collection of 1756 one finds once again the influence of other poets. 
Compare stanza 1 of Edward Young's Night Thoughts (vi. 744-49) with stanza 1 
of No. 16 in Hymns for the Year 1756. 

Wesley Young 
Stand th'omnipotent decree! If so decreed, th'almighty will be done. 

Jehovah's will be done! Let earth dissolve, yon ponderous orbs descend, 
Nature's end we wait to see, And grind us into dust: the soul is safe; 

And hear her final groan. The man emerges; mounts above the wreck, 
Let this earth dissolve, and blend As tow'ring flame from nature's funeral pyre; 

In death the wicked and the just; O'er devastation, as a gainer, smiles. 
Let those pond'rous orbs descend 

And grind us into dust. 

7Jackson. 2: 101-102; see The Works of John Wesley, ed. Thomas Jackson, 14 vols. (London: 
\\esleyan Conference Office, 1872; and later reprints), 11:5-6. 
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Compare also Ovid's Metamorphoses, xv. 391-407 with No. 16, stanza 2, lines 

5-8: 

Wesley Ovid 
Lo! the heavenly Spirit towers, So when the new-born phoenix first is seen, 

Like flames, o'er nature's funeral pyre, Her feathered subjects all adore their Queen, 
Triumphs in immortal powers, And, while she makes her progress through the east, 

And claps his wings of fire! From every grove her numerous trains increase: 
Each poet of the air her glory sings, 
And round him the pleased audience clap their wings. 

Hymns for the Year 1756 was quickly reprinted in a second edition, which 
omitted the reference to the National Fast Day, since it was already past. 

At this time Charles Wesley thought it was timely to revive his Hymns for 
Times of Trouble and Persecution, which were written at the time of the 1745 
rebellion, so he brought out a new edition.8 Then he published another edition of 
Hymns on the Earthquake of 1750 with three additions: a prayer for the English 
in America, a hymn on the destruction of Lisbon, and a hymn for the year 1756 
(the year of this edition of the pamphlet). Part of the hymn concerning the 
destruction of Lisbon was included in the 1780 Collection: No. 62, "Woe to the 
men on earth who dwell" from "Hymn upon the pouring out of the seventh vial" 
with the title "Revelation 16, 17, etc. Occasioned by the Destruction of Lisbon" 
(Nov. 1, 1755). This hymn follows "How happy are the little flock," Nos. 62 and 
63 in the Collection respectively. John Wesley grouped the three hymns from the 
1756 publication together in the Collection. 

In the early part of 1756 Charles Wesley was in Bristol, and it was there that 
he printed the hymn pamphlets on the state of the nation that have just been dis
cussed. On his way to Ireland John Wesley came to Bristol and Wales, where he 
stayed until August. It is possible that Charles was in London at the time, for he 
would have considered it important that he be there in John's absence to admin
ister the sacrament. 

Just two weeks after the conference Charles left to itinerate among the soci
eties of Staffordshire, Yorkshire, and Lancashire. His goal on this journey, which 
would be his last itineration, was to correct whatever was amiss that he encoun
tered, stay the course in Christian living and remaining within the Church of 
England, to preach, and to extend the work of the societies wherever possible. 
His record of this trip is extremely valuable for a description of the state of the 
societies at the time.9 

8The Journal ofthe Rev. Charles Wesley. M.A.• ed. Thomas Jackson, 2 vols., 1849 (Hereafter cited 
as "CW, Joumaf'), 2:119. October I. 1756: "We sung the 'Hymns in a Tumult: with great calmness 
and consolation." Perhaps they sang from the new edition. 

9See CWO Journal, 2:114-139. September 17-November 5.1756. 
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1758 

There were apparently no publications during 1757. The following year, 
1758, John Wesley published Reasons against a Separation from the Church of 
England. He described twelve reasons and presented them in a rather concilia
tory tone. "Whether it be lawful or no, (which itself may be disputed, being not 
so clear a part as some imagine,) it is by no means expedient. for us to separate 
from the Church of England." 

To his hymns which concluded John's publication Charles prefixed a much 
stronger statement: 

I think myself bound in duty to add my testimony to my brother's. His twelve 
reasons against our ever separating from the Church of England are mine also. I 
subscribe to them with all my heart. Only with regard to the first, I am quite clear 
that it is neither expedient nor lawful for me to separate; and I never had the least 
inclination or temptation to do so. My affection for the Church is as strong as ever; 
and I clearly see my calling; which is, to live and die in her communion. This 
therefore, I am determined to do, the Lord being my helper. 

I have subjoined the hymns for the lay-preachers; still further to secure this 
end, to cut off all jealously and suspicion from our friends, or hope from our ene
mies, of our having any design of ever separating from the Church. I have no 
secret reserve, or distant thought of it. I never had. Would to God all the Methodist 
preachers were, in this respect, like-minded with CHARLES WESLEY. IO 

In these seven hymns Charles addresses the fallen state of the established 
Church as regards doctrine and views discipline, morality, devotion, and self
denial as important characteristics of Methodist preachers. Interestingly here one 
finds a high ecclesiology and a fervent evangelical spirit. Note, for example, 
Hymn 5:5, and 4:5: 

We pray these dry bones may live: 
We see the answer of our prayer! 

Thou dost a thousand tokens give, 
That England's Church is still thy care, 

Ten thousand witnesses appear, 
Ten thousand proofs, that God is here! 11 

Here let us fpend our utmost zeal, 
Here let us all our powers exert, 

To testify thy gracious will, 
Inform the world how kind thou art, 

And nothing know, desire, approve, 
But Jesus-and thy bleeding love. 12 

IOJohn Wesley, Reasons against a Separation from the Church of Eng/and in The Methodist 
Societies: History, Nature, and Design. ed. Rupert E. Davies, vol. 9 of The Bicentennial Edition of 
the Works ofJohn Wesley. 35 vols. (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1989),341-42. 

lIPoetical \<\-hrks. 6:104. 

I2Poetical \<\-hrks. 6: 103. 
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During the year 1758, Wesley also completed Hymns of Intercession for All 
Mankind, published by Farley of Bristol, which is a collection of forty hymns, a 
miscellany of devotional poetry. Such a collection might have been motivated by 
the fact that genera11y at 12 noon on Friday the main Methodist societies held 
intercessory prayer services the subjects of which were usually church, nation, 
and world. 

Wesley's collection is quite an eclectic array of intercessory subjects. He 
reca]]s we)) in these texts the cause of faith and the church, and the welfare of the 
people, nation, and world at a time when England was stil1 at war with France, 
and Austria and France were at war with Prussia. Here one catches a glimpse of 
Charles's political views and how he seeks to balance al1egiance to the Crown and 
to God. A few of the themes indicate the breadth of his intercessions: for all 
mankind, peace, the church catholic, the Church of England, the ministers of the 
gospel, his Majesty King George, the King of Prussia, the Prince of Wales, the 
British nation, the Magistrates, the nobility, the Parliament, the fleet, the army, the 
universities, Socinians, Deists, Pelagians, heathen, Jews, and Turks. 

Hymns 32 and 33 no doubt would be found extremely offensive today, the for
mer perhaps labeled anti-Semitic and the latter anti-Muslim. 

For the Jews 

Outcasts from Thee, and scatter'd wide 
Through every nation under heaven, 

Blaspheming whom they crucified, 
Unsaved, unpitied, unforgiven, 

Branded like Cain, they bear their load, 
Abhorr'd by men, and cursed of God. 

But hast Thou final1y forsook, 
For ever cast thine own away? 

Wilt thou not bid the murderers look 
On Him they pierced, and weep, and pray? 

Yes, gracious God, Thy word is past, 
All/srael sha11 be saved at last. 

(No. 32:2, 3) 

For the Turks 

The smoke of the infernal cave, 
Which half the Christian world 0'erspread, 

Disperse, thou heavenly light, and save 
The souls by that impostor led, 

That Arab-thief, as Satan bold, 
Who quite destroy'd thine Asian fold. 

(No. 33:2) 
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Each title in the first thirty-five hymns in Hymns of Intercession begins with 
the word "For," generally followed by a name, title, or designation of a group. 
However, hymns 36 through 40 have the title "Thy Kingdom Come!" Of these 
John Wesley included number 37 "He comes! He comes! the Judge severe!" in 
the 1780 Collection (No. 55). Note how Wesley draws on Henry Carey's poem: 

Song in Britannia Wesley 
He comes, he comes, the hero comes, He comes! He comes! the Judge severe! 
Sound your trumpets, beat your drums, The seventh trumpet speaks Him near! 
From port to port let cannons roar His lightnings flash, his thunders roll, 
His welcome to the British shore. How welcome to the faithful soul! 

Prepare, prepare, your songs prepare From heaven angelic voices sound, 
Loudly rend the echoing air; See the Almighty JESUS crowned! 
From pole to pole your joys resound, Girt with omnipotence and grace, 
For virtue is with glory crown'd. And glory decks the Saviour's face! 

2) 

Hymn 39 in Hymns of Intercession is the we1l-known "Lo! He comes with 
clouds descending," which John Wesley added to the second edition (1765) of 
Select Hymns with Tunes Annext (1761). 

1759 

In 1759 Charles published a second series of Funeral Hymns. He had printed 
his first series under the title Funeral Hymns in 1746 (London: Strahan). It con
tained sixteen hymns. The second publication bearing this title was different in 
these primary respects: ( I) it was much larger, including forty-three hymns, and 
(2) in the 1746 publication only three hymns were dedicated to specific individ
uals, as indicated in the title, while in the 1759 publication sixteen of the hymns 
were dedicated to specific individuals. It was often Wesley's practice to celebrate 
the lives of others in poems occasioned by their deaths. Of special interest are 
the poems dedicated to Rev. John Meriton, John Hutchinson, Grace Bowen, 
Thomas Walsh, and the Rev. James Hervey. Many of these poems are quite 
lengthy and have numerous parts, which receive hymn numbers, though one can
not imagine they were to have been sung as hymns. 

The 1759 publication also began with three eloquent texts of Wesley which 
have endured: "Come, let us join our friends above," "How happy every child of 
grace," and '~nd let this feeble body fai1." 

George Osborn created some confusion, when, in the sixth volume of The 
Poetical Works of John qnd Charles Wesley, he gave the title "Funeral Hymns. 
Third series." to a group of poems, of which he was careful to note: "most of 
which were not published during the author's life."13 

I3Two of the poems had actually been published previously, as Osborn states in his footnotes: (I) 
"On the death of Mr. Thomas Hogg, June 29, 1750," which was published in 1750 at the conclusion 
of a biographical tract. See Poetical Works, 6:290-91. (2) ')\n Hymn on the Death of the Rev. George 
Whitefield," which was printed at the end of John Wesley's sermon preached in Whitefield's London 
chapels on November 18, 1770. See Poetical Works, 6:316-17. 
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Rev. James Hervey was one of the Oxford Methodists who later became a pre
destinarian. After his death a Mr. Cudworth published an heretical indictment of 
John Wesley by Hervey. Charles wrote the two tender and affectionate hymns 
about Hervey just after his death and before the Cudworth publication was 
released. He was later asked to write an epitaph for Hervey but declined. In his 
MS verse are the fo11owing lines: 

O'erreach'd, impell'd by a sly Gnostic's art, 
To stab his father, guide, and faithful friend, 

Would pious Hervey act the' accuser's part? 
And could a life like his in maHce end? 

No: by redeeming love the snare is broke; 
In death his rash ingratitude he blames; 

Desires and wills the evil to revoke, 
And dooms the' unfinish'd libel to the flames. 

Who then for filthy gain betray'd his trust, 
And show'd a kinsman's fault in open 

Let him adorn the monumental bust, 
The' encomium fair in brass or marble write. 

Or if they need a nobler trophy raise, 
As long as Theron and Aspasio live, 

Let Madan or Romaine record his praise; 
Enough that Wesley's brother can forgive! 14 

On May 5, 1759, Lord Ferrers, a cousin of Lady Huntingdon, was executed, 
having been tried and convicted of murder. Charles wrote three hymns of peti
tion for him under the title "Prayer for the Conversion of a Murtherer, The E[ arl] 
of Fer[rer]s," which he left in MS form 's and which may be found in volume 1 of 
The Unpublished Poetry of Charles Wesley. 

In 1759 Britain lived under the threat of invasion by the French, which never 
transpired, and 

To assist the devotions of the praying remnant, in this crisis, as he had done 
upon former occasions, he published "Hymns on the expected Invasion, 1759." 
[eight hymns] At a subsequent period, Mr. John Wesley endeavoured to encourage 
the people of England, by referring to the revival of true religion which was every
where manifest; saying that he could not find in all history, that a nation was ever 
given up to ruin, when the Spirit was poured out upon the people, and large num
bers were turned to God by a true conversion. Charles dwells upon the same 
thought in this tract. 16 

14Jackson, 2: 159-160. 
ISSee The Unpublished Poetry of Charles Wesley, ed. S T Kimbrough, Jr., and Oliver A. 

Beckedegge.3 vols. (Nashville: KingswoodlAbingdon. 1988. 1990, 1992), 1:246-251. for all three 
poems. 

16Jackson, 2: 166. 

http:tract.16
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On November 20 the French fleet was engaged by Admiral Hawke and 
defeated between Belleisle and Cape Quiberon. Thereafter public thanksgivings 
were offered to God for deliverance and once again Charles Wesley composed his 
poetical response in Hymns to be used on the Thanksgiving-Day, Nov. 29, 1759. 
This publication of sixteen very patriotic hymns bore no date of publication nor 
place of publication. Note the tone which Wesley gives to "The Song of Moses" 
(Hymn 12): 

3. 	 The Lord, He is a man of war, 
In every age the same: 

Let Britain saved, with shouts declare 
The great Jehovah's name: 

Jehovah on our foes did frown 
Amidst their furious boast, 

And cast their chosen captai ns down, 
And drowned half their host. 

4. 	 Into the depths they sunk as lead, 
Who Thee and Thine opposed, 

They sunk at once, and o'er their head 
The mighty waters closed! 

Thine own right hand with power supreme, 
With glorious, dreadful power, 

In pieces dash'd their ships and them, 
And bade the gulf devour. 11 

1761-1762 

In 1761 Charles Wesley became very ill and went to Bath for the sake of the 
waters. There he worked on the material for Short Hymns on Select Passages of 
the Holy Scriptures, which he published the following year, 1762. However, in 
1761 there was another major publication by John Wesley which included a num
ber of Charles Wesley's hymns: Select Hymns with Tunes Annext. All of the 
selections were from previous publications, 133 texts and 102 tunes, but only 
eighteen were from the 1753 Hymns and Spiritual Songs. Select Hymns included 
over eighty texts by Charles Wesley. 

Interestingly, during a long illness (1754-55) John Wesley had prepared 
Explanatory Notes Upon t~e New Testament, and now during a long illness 
(1761-62) Charles Wesley prepared Short Hymns, in one sense the counterpart to 
his brother's Notes. It was his last major publishing project. Some of the hymns 
and poems are expositional, some exegetical, and they are in a wide variety of 
meters. 

Volume 1 contains 1,160 hymns and poems on the Old Testament. 

17Poetical Works. 6: 178. 
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Volume 2 contains 318 hymns and poems on the Old Testament and 871 
hymns and poems on the New Testament, for a total of 2,349. 

Charles continued to rework poetry in the 1762 edition, as is illustrated by a 
poem in volume 2 on John 19:26-27, which appears in a later manuscript (MS 
John) in identical form with the exception that the word "mankind" in line seven 
has been changed to "thy saints." 

These two volumes comprise one of largest lyrical commentaries on Holy 
Scripture in the English language, and Charles did not let John edit them. John's 
notes in his own copy, which is found in his house next door to Wesley's Chapel 
in London, indicate what he probably would have edited, particularly as regards 
sanctification, perfection, and mysticism. 

The hymns and poems are usually brief consisting of one or two stanzas. 
Some are longer. The poems tend to focus on central ideas, words, and phrases 
of a biblical passage, which is quoted immediately prior to the poem. At times 
he wrote more than one poem on a passage. Though he used the word "hymns" 
in the title, many of the texts could not possibly have been intended for singing. 
Here are some of the ones which have endured: 

Captain of Israel's host and guide, 1: 133, p. 41 
Thy causeless, unexhausted love, 1:169, p. 53 
o thou who camest from above, 1:183, p. 57 
A charge to keep I have, 1: 188, p. 58 
Lord, in the strength of grace, 1 :621, p. 194 
Thou Shepherd of Israel, and mine, 1 :931, p. 294 
'Tis finished! the Messiah dies, 2:387, p. 234 
Come then, and dwell in me, 2:569, p. 298 
Come, let us use the grace divine. 2: 1242, p. 36 

In Short Hymns Charles Wesley demonstrated how the art of poetry often gets 
to the heart of a biblical passage without the advantages or disadvantages of bib
lical criticism. He achieved this frequently by the turn of a phrase or by his inge
nious use of alliteration, assonance. repetition, structure, and rhyme. 
Unquestionably his knowledge of Hebrew, Greek, and Latin provided him with a 
reservoir of linguistic resources which not only helped him grasp the meaning of 
Holy Scripture but which also enriched his poetical vocabulary. This strong lin
guistic background and a vast knowledge of the Authorized Version of the Bible 
are reflected in his diction, language style, and thought. His frequent preference 
for the older Coverdale version of the Psalms was no doubt due to its inclusion 
in the Book of Common Prayer and Wesley's regular use of it in the worship of 
the Church of England and in private meditation. 

The Short Hymns clearly illustrate, however, that Wesley was not slavishly 
bound to the Authorized Version (1611), which was already 150 years old at the 
time. His knowledge of biblical languages helped him to see its disadvantages. 
imperfections, as well as its beauty. Therefore, he often made notations enclosed 
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in brackets within biblical verses which he cited in Short Hymns, e.g., [Heb.] or 
[Gr.], in which he indicated a more accurate or alternate translation. Hence, there 
are three sources for the verses from the Psalter which he cites: the Authorized 
Version (King James), the Coverdale Version (Book of Common Prayer Psalter), 
and his own translations. 

In volume 2 in the New Testament section he also made occasional reference 
to his brother John's Explanatory Notes Upon the New Testament, on which he 
had collaborated seven years earlier (1755). It is significant that in hundreds of 
instances John Wesley anticipated, in the volume just mentioned, translation 
changes that were made in the revision of the Authorized Version in 1881. Both 
brothers produced major works on the Bible: (1) John-Explanatory Notes Upon 
the New Testament, (2) Charles-Short Hymns on the Old and New Testaments. 

The following is a tabulation of Charles Wesley's literary output in Short 
Hymns. 

Lines of Poetry 

Vol. 1 (Old Testament) 
Vol. 2 (Old Testament) 
Vol. 2 (New Testament) 

10,903 
3,320 
8,912 

Stanzas 
1,241 

446 
1,306 

Total 23,135 2,993 

According to Frank Baker's calculations Wesley wrote approximately 180,000 
lines of poetry and 27,000 stanzas. IS Therefore, Short Hymns contains some 
12.8% of the total number of Hnes and 11 % of the total number of stanzas he pro
duced. 

The two volumes of Short Hymns are filled with a variety of theological 
themes, but two in particular must be mentioned: spiritual darkness and Christian 
perfection. (1) Spiritual darkness: No doubt influenced by the mystics, Charles 
believed that spiritual darkness was a reality which resuUed from divine initia
tive. God pennits or initiates distressing uncertainty in our lives in order to lead 
us toward holiness. Perhaps this fit him and his physical problems well. Charles 
concludes one poem by saying: 

The Lord may crush a sinless saint, 
As once he left his Son to faint 

And die beneath his load. 

John did not believe that the children of God could ever be "forsaken" by God, 
as was Christ in the garden of Gethsemane and upon the cross. Christ was deliv
ered up for the world's guilt and pain. People may be tempted by Satan and expe
rience forsakenness, but they may always know that God has adopted them 
through love. 

18Frank Baker, Charles Wesleys Verse (London: Epworth, 1988, first published (964), 7. 
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(2) Christian perfection: Charles no longer contended for the necessary con
tinuance of indwelling sin until death; rather he maintained that Christian perfec
tion is a loftier matter than either he or his brother had affinned. 

In his estimation, it is not to be obtained by a present act of faith in the mercy, truth, 
and power of God; but is rather the result of severe discipline, comprehending afflic
tion, temptation, long-continued labour, and the persevering exercise of faith in 
seasons of spiritual darkness, when the heart is wrung with bitter anguish. By this 
painful and lingering process he [Charles] believed that the death of "the old man" 
is effected, and a maturity is given to all the graces of the Christian character. 19 

So no one could say that he or she had attained this state. No one could say he 
or she had been made perfect in love in this life. 

Even though Wesley published the two volumes of Short Hymns in 1762, he 
continued to work diligently on scriptural hymns in the style developed in the 
1762 publication. Almost none of these additional scriptural hymns was pub
lished during his lifetime. At his death hundreds of hymns on the four Gospels 
and the Book of Acts remained unpublished.20 When George Osborn published 
his thirteen-volume work of Wesley poetry, he published hundreds of these hith
erto unpublished scriptural hymns. In fact, he published them as though they 
were a part of Short Hymns, which continues to create the false impression that 
the original two volumes of Short Hymns included some 5,000 hymns, when they 
included only 2,349. Unfortunately Osborn gave no indication of the previously 
unpublished material he had printed. In addition, Osborn often printed only 
selected stanzas, rather than complete hymns. In spite of the large number of 
Charles Wesley's unpublished scriptural hymns published by Osborn, until 1990 
there still remained over 800 hymns and poems on the four Gospels and the Book 
of Acts alone, that had not yet been published and which Oliver A. Beckerlegge 
and this author published in volume 2 of The Unpublished Poetry of Charles 
Wesley. 

It was generally not Charles Wesley's custom to affix dates to his manuscript 
poetry. He broke this pattern, however, when he continued his work on scriptural 
hymns. He dated the manuscripts on the four Gospels and the Book of Acts as 
follows (in each instance the notations come at the end of the manuscripts): 

MS John: begun Dec. 3, 1763 and finished Apr. 30, 1764 
MS Acts: begun Nov. 13, 1764 and finished Apr. 24, 1764 
MS Matthew: here he gives only the date finished-March 8, 1766 
MS Mark: here he gives only the date begun-March 8, 1766 
MS Luke: begun Apr. 8 and finished Apr. 29, 1766. 

19Jackson, 2:208. 
20See Unpublished Poetry. vol. 2. 

http:unpublished.20
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1763 

In 1763, the year following the publication of Short Hymns, Charles Wesley 
published Hymns for Children. The printer was once again Farley of Bristol. 
Published anonymously, this volume contained 100 hymns. Wesley published 
once again the first half of his 1746 Hymns for Children, which was largely bor
rowed from the section "Hymns for Children" in Hymns and Sacred Poems of 
1742. In a letter to his wife dated January 5, 1760, Charles expressed his intent 
regarding the 1763 publication: "I am going to print my Hymns for Children." 
This new publication of children's hymns also included versifications of some of 
his brother John's Instructions for Children (1745), as well as of the Westminster 
Assembly's Shorter Catechism (1647), which John had abridged for his Christian 
Library.2 I 

Hymns for Children expresses a fervent evangelical spirit filled with strong 
and terse language about lying, cheating, sin, and hell. 

Hymn 56-Against Lying 

1. 	 Happy the well-instructed youth 
Who in his earliest infancy 

Loves from his heart to speak the truth, 
And, like his God, abhors a lie. 

2. 	 He that hath practised no deceit 
With false, equivocating tongue, 

Nor even durst o'erreach, or cheat, 
Or slanderously his neighbour wrong: 

3. 	 He in the house of God shall dwell, 
He on His holy hill shall rest, 

The comforts of religion feel, 
And then be number'd with the bless'd. 

4. 	 But who or guile or falsehood use, 
Or take God's name in vain, or swear, 

Or ever lie, themselves to' excuse, 
They shall their dreadful sentence bear. 

5. 	 The Lord, the true and faithful Lord, 
Himself hath said that every liar 

Shall surely meet his just reward, 
Assign'd him in eternal fire.22 

Need I say that no doubt relational psychologists today would find Wesley's 
approach too archaic and harsh? 

2lSee vol. 31 (1753). 

22Hymn 56, ':Against Lying," Poetica/l4-hrh-. 6:425. 
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The hymns are also very devotional in nature and stress the values of personal 
religion, as the following examples il1ustrate: 

Hymn 63: 	 0 Father of an, 
The great and the small, 
The old and the young, 

Thanksgiving accept from a stammerer's tongue: 
Thy goodness we praise, 
Which has found us a place, 
Has planted us here, 

To be mildly brought up in Thy nurture and fear.23 

Hymn 65: Young men and maidens, raise 
Your tuneful voices high; 

Old men and children, praise 
The Lord of earth and sky; 

[God] Three in One, and One in Three, 
Extol to all eternity.24 

Hymn 66: 	 Our minds to unbend, 
We need not offend, 

Or our Saviour by idleness grieve: 
Whatsoever we do, 
Our end is in view, 

And to Jesus's glory we live. 

In our useful employ 

We His blessing enjoy, 


Whether clearing or digging the ground; 
With songs we proclaim 
Our Immanuel's name, 

And our angels attend to the sound.25 

1767 

Hymns for the Use of Families, and on various occasions followed in 1767, 
published by William Pine of Bristo1. This was a sizable volume of 176 pages 
including 166 hymns. Interestingly the hymns for "various occasions" made up 
about three-fourths of the volume, which received high praise from Henry Moore 
and Thomas Jackson. This was the last of Charles Wesley's truly creative publi
cations. Here one finds him writing from the perspective of a father, husband, and 
family member. He is particularly concerned with how members of a family 

23Hymn 63, stanza 1, Poetical lif,rks. 6:431. 

24Hymn 65, Poetical lifJrks, 6:433. 

2SHymn 66, stanzas 2 and 5, Poetical Works, 6:434-5. 


http:sound.25
http:eternity.24
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respond to anxiety, sorrow, and joy within the family. It is not surprising to find 

him addressing subjects to which he has turned his thoughts and pen across the 

years: birth, baptism, marriage, sickness, recovery, bereavement, etc. He also 

treats what would seem to be a rather trivial subject, namely, a child's brushing 

his teeth, but apparently Charles knew the value of that even in the eighteenth 

century. Extremely timely is a poem about abusive husbands, and he expresses 

his own inner musings about whether, as some of his letters to his wife Sal1y indi

cate, they should move to another house in Bristol, possibly on Michael's-hill or 

move to London. Note these stirring lines: 

1. 	 The Son of man supplies 
My every outward need, 

Who had not, when he left the skies, 
A place to lay his head: 
He will provide my place, 
And in due season show 

Where I shal1 pass my few sad days 
Of pilgrimage below. 

2. 	 No matter where, or how, 
I in this desert live, 

If when my dying head I bow, 
Jesus my soul receive: 
Bless'd with thy precious love, 
Saviour, 'tis all my care 

To reach the purchased house above 
And find a mansion there. 

3. 	 Saviour, I would not take 
One step in life alone, 

Or dare the smal1est motion make, 
Without thy counsel known: 
Thee I my Lord confess, 
In every thing I see, 

And thou, by thine unerring grace, 
Shalt order all for me. 

4. 	 Surely thou wilt provide 
The place thou know'st I need, 

A solitary place to hide 
Thy hoary servant's head: 
Where a few moments more, 
Expecting my release, 

I may my father's God adore, 
And then depart in peace. 
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1. 	 What matters it to me, 
When a few days are past, 

Where I shall end my misery, 
Where I shall breathe my last? 
The meanest house or cot 
The hoary hairs may screen 

Of one who would be clean forgot, 
And Jive and die unseen. 

2. 	 Exposed I long have been 
In this bleak vale of tears, 

Midst scenes of vanity and sin 
Consumed my threescore years: 
I turn my face aside, 
Sick of beholding more, 

And wish the latest stonn t'outride, 
And reach the happy shore. 

3. 	 As dead already here, 
Without desire or hope, 

Till from this earth I disappear. 
I give the creature up; 
In temporal despair 
Contentedly abide, 

And in my flesh the tokens bear 
Of Jesus crucified.26 

It is also not surprising that the poet-priest would bring his poetical gifts to 
bear upon subjects which engaged him so intensely during his Bristol years as a 
Christian parent. How can parents instill in their children the values of faith 
which will sustain them throughout life? How can a Christian family be sus
tained in joy and tribulation and praise its Creator and Redeemer in thought, 
word, and deed? These concerns are consummate during Wesley's Bristol years, 
and they come to full expression in Hymns for Children and Hymns for the Use 
of Families. As terse and as strong as Charles's language sometimes is, by no 
means is it trite. 

When Frank Baker some years ago wrote an article regarding the fifty years 
of Charles Wesley's poetry writing, he maintained that in every period Charles 
reached the heights of poetic genius that one often attributes only to the poet's 
early years. I should like to illustrate only one example of his masterful use of 
alliteration from the 1767 Hymns for the Use of Families. It comes from poem 
No. 92 of the volume and consists of five stanzas. I note only stanza 4. 

26Hymn CXIII, Stanzas 1-2. p. 121; Hymn CXIY. Stanzas 3-4, pp. 122-123; Hymn CXY. Stanzas 
1-3, p. 123. 
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The manifested favour 
Better than life I feel 

When conscious that my Saviour 
Doth in His servant dwell: 

The rapturous sensation 
Restores my paradise, 

Prepares for my translation, 
And wafts me to the skies. 

(Poetical Works. 7: Ill) 

Notice how the s's provide ~n entrance into Charles Wesley's rapturous sensation. 
Another distinctive publication of 1767 was Hymns on the Trinity. This vol

ume of 188 hymns was divided into two primary parts. Part 1 contains 136 
hymns and was essentially Charles's poetical response to Wi1Iiam Jones's work 
The Catholic Doctrine of the Trinity, proved by above an hundred short and clear 
arguments, expressed in terms of the Holy Scripture. As in Hymns on the Lord's 
Supper (1745), Wesley records his lyrical response to a theological treatise, which 
is written in prose. There are four sections of Part I with the following headings: 
"Hymns on the Divinity of Christ," "Hymns on the Divinity of the Holy Ghost," 
"Hymns on the Plurality and Trinity of Persons in the Godhead," and "On the 
Trinity in Unity." Part 2 consists of fifty-two hymns under the heading "Hymns 
and Prayers to the Trinity." 

The Hymns on the Lord's Supper is primarily a direct response to Daniel 
Brevint's work on Holy Communion. Wesley often turned what he read in prose 
(Brevi nt, Matthew Henry, William Jones) and poetry (Dryden, Young, 
Juvenal) into verse. In one sense, one might say he sometimes wrote his own the
ological treatise in poetry. And, of course, in the process he does more than ver
sify: he interprets, embellishes, accentuates, amplifies, expounds. What is 
extremely important here, however, is that though one might set such verse to 
music for singing, there is serious question as to whether Wesley intended the 
bulk of the verse to be sung at all. Charles Wesley's thought process was a poet
ical one. He processed his thought in verse, which is much more puzzling to the 
prose-oriented discipline of theology, which delights in "turning a phrase" but not 
necessarily a poetical one. Theology today often categorizes such versification as 
"doxological," as well much of this material may be. But in the case of the first 
136 hymns in the 1767 Hymns on the Trinity Wesley's primary concern is a 
response with theological integrity to Jones's work and, if there is something 
therein worthy to be sung, praise be to God, and John Wesley will make that deci
sion! 

Earlier in his life Charles Wesley had published a small pamphlet comprised 
largely of doxologies to the Holy Trinity, which is the nature of some hymns in 
Part 2 of the 1767 voh ..me. Of Hymns on the Trinity (1767) Thomas Jackson had 
this to say: 
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There is not in the English language a volume that, in so small a compass, shows 
more clearly the scriptural doctrine on this subject, with its practical importance; 
and it has this peculiar advantage, that it proposes the subject, not as a matter of 
controversy, but of faith, and adoration, of prayer, thanksgiving, and praise.27 

For Charles Wesley the Holy Trinity is the key to a relationship with God, that 
is, the Trinity in unity. We are redeemed through the Creator's Son who intercedes 
for us, and the Holy Spirit sustains, regenerates, and sanctifies those who repent 
and believe. 

The following hymns from Hymns on the Trinity were included in the 1780 
Collection: 

Jesus, my Lord, my God! (No. 13; No. 244 Collection) 
Jesus, thou art the mighty God (No. 24; No. 245 Collection) 
The day of Christ, the day of God (No. 56; No. 246 Collection) 
Spirit of truth, essential God (No. 64; No. 247 Collection) 
HaiJ, Father, Son, and Spirit, great (No. 87; No. 248 Collection) 
The wisdom owned by all thy sons (No. 98; No. 249 Collection) 
Jehovah, God the Father, bless (No. 104; No. 250 Collection) 
Hail, holy, holy, holy Lord (No. 109; No. 251 Collection) 
Holy, holy, holy Lord (No. II of "Hymns and Prayers to the Trinity" 

[henceforth cited as "HPT"]; No. 252 Collection) 
Come, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost (No. 14 HPT; No. 253 Collection) 
A thousand oracles divine (No. 17 HPT; No. 254 Collection) 
Thee, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost (No. 44 HPT; No. 255 Collection) 

This series of hymns concludes the section "For Believers Rejoicing" in the 1780 
Collection. 

One of the most memorable is unquestionably No. 109 in Hymns on the 
Trinity: 

I. 	 Hail, holy, holy, holy Lord 
Whom One in Three we know; 

By all thy heavenly host adored, 
By all thy Church below. 

2. 	 One undivided Trinity 
With triumph we proclaim; 

Thy universe is full of thee, 
And speaks thy glorious name. 

3. 	 Thee, holy Father, we confess; 
Thee, holy Son, adore; 

Thee, Spirit of true holiness,28 
We worship evennore. 

17Jackson, 2:235. 

28 1780 Collection: "Thee, Spirit of truth and holiness." 
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4. 	 Thine incommunicable right,29 
Almighty God, receive, 

Which angel choirs, and saints in light, 
And saints embodied give. 

5. 	 Three Persons equally divine 
We magnify and love; 

And both the choirs ere long shaH join 
To sing thy praise above. 

6. 	 Hail, holy, holy, holy Lord 
(Our heavenly song shall be), 

Supreme, essential One, adored 
In co-eternal Threepo 

There were numerous other poems written by Charles in the 1760s which 
were never published. For example, a series of poems bearing the title "Written 
before a trial at Taunton, April-1767 ."31 The specific trial to which he refers has 
not been identified. Another hitherto unpublished poem of this period is one enti
tled "Hymn for Peace, Occasioned by some Public Troubles, Feb. 1766."32 Quite 
a number of the poems give us a further glimpse into some of Wesley's political 
views, such as two poems with the title "Written in the Year 1770IMarch 22" 
which begin with the lines: "Huzza for Wilkes and liberty!" and "Huzza for lib
erty and laws."33 

He continued to write poems on the occasions of persons' deaths, as in the 
case of his mother-in-law: "On the Death of Mrs. Gwynne, Jan. 3, 1770."34 

Summary 

Clearly Charles Wesley's Bristol years are extremely important in the overall 
picture of his literary productivity. 

I. He is busy producing reprints of previous works, particularly between 
1760 and 1779. 

2'11780 Collection: "The incommunicable right." 
JOCf. Samuel Wesley, jun., 'i\n Hymn to the Trinity," Poems on Several Occasions (London: E. 

Say, 1736),6-7. Charles has borrowed three lines from the identical stanzas I and 7 of his brother's 
poem which read: 

Hail! holy, holy, holy, Lord! 
Be endless Praise to Thee! 

Supreme Essential One, ador'd 
In Co-eternal Three. 

Interestingly the line which Charles replaces he puts in parentheses. 
3JUnpublished Poetry. 3: I33f. 
HUnpublished Poetry. 3:329. 
HUnpublished Poetry. 3: 149, 150. 
34Unpub/ished Poetry. 3:329. 
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2. He produces significant creative new works during the Bristol years, such 
as Short Hymns on Select Passages ofthe Holy Scriptures; Hymns for the Use of 
Families. and on various occasions; and Hymns on the Trinity. 

3. Unquestionably the roles of husband, father, and priest/pastor influence 
greatly his poetical themes, and the pastoral insight reflected in the texts of the 
Bristol years has been greatly enriched over against his earlier years. As Wesley 
matures in these roles and as his family grows, many of his concerns have even 
greater depth than earlier. 

4. As in 1745, when he responded to Daniel Brevint in writing Hymns on the 
wrd's Supper, in 1767 he recorded a lyrical response to a theological treatise by 
Wi11iam Jones on the Holy Trinity, in composing Hymns on the Trinity. Once 
again, many of these texts were no doubt not intended for singing but for theo
logical reflection. 

5. During the Bristol years some of Wesley's poetry writing takes on a new 
character, namely, the innovation of extensive poetic epistles to diverse friends, 
and a variety of other subjects which interested him. These poems have yet to be 
studied adequately for their poetical, historical, theological, and pastoral value. 

provide interesting insight into the inner workings of the Methodist move
ment. They introduce us often to a repertory of persons we do not meet in John 
Wesley's writing. 

The Bristol years of Wesley's writing are rich indeed. It is hoped that this brief 
introduction will serve the need to subject them to more careful scrutiny. 





Charles Wesley, Ecumenical Hymnographer 
"Names and Sects and Parties Fall" 

John A. Newton 

Some years ago, the Ecumenical Review published a series of articles on 
major Christian leaders considered from an ecumenical perspective. The series 
included studies of "The Ecumenical Luther," "The Ecumenical Cal vin," and
the one which fel1 to me to write-"The Ecumenical Wesley.'" The Wesley under 
consideration, unsurprisingly, was John, not Charles. It was not difficult, from 
John's writings, especially his celebrated Letter to a Roman Catholic (1749), and 
his sermon on "Catholic Spirit," to understand why, in contemporary terms, 
"Protestant and Catholic views form part of a growing consensus which sees him 
as a significant ecumenical theologian."2 

But could we say the same of Charles, who has so often been overshadowed 
by his older brother? I hope to show that we can, if we take Charles's essential 
ecumenical contribution to be, not printed sermons, tracts, or doctrinal treatises, 

uniquely and above all, his hymns. Without in the slightest degree wanting 
to derogate from John's fundamental role as the master-builder, humanly speak
ing, of Methodism, I believe there is still need to do greater justice to Charles. 
Moreover, if we are thinking ecumenically, there is a sense in which Charles has 
a decisive edge over John. Outside the world of scholarship, there are surely not 
many non-Methodist Christians who read John Wesley's sermons, letters, journal, 
and occasional writings. Yet Charles's hymns, it is scarcely an exaggeration to 
say, are sung in all the churches. 

Moreover, from the eighteenth-century beginnings, Charles's hymns have 
been at the heart of Methodist worship, theology, and devotion. In 1988, when 
world Methodism celebrated the 250th anniversary of John Wesley's Aldersgate 
experience of God's forgiving and renewing grace in Christ, Clifford Longley, a 
Roman Catholic journalist then working on the London Times, wrote an interest
ing and perceptive article on the Wesleys and early Methodism. He defined the 
early Methodist people as '1\ choir, formed by John Wesley, to sing the hymns of 
Charles, and to live accordingly." Of course, that is not a comprehensive or ade
quate definition of early Methodism; but it is a highly suggestive one, and it does 
serve to underline the vital role of Charles's hymns in the life and faith of the peo
ple called Methodists. 

Can we then find in Charles's hymns the same ecumenical strand that is patent 
in John's writings? I think we can, both in terms of their content, and of their later 
wide acceptance across the churches. First, however, I want briefly to set the 
eighteenth-century scene, which, with its theological controversies and doctrinal 

1J. A. Newton, "The Ecumenical Wesley": Ecumenical Review, 24 (1972).160-175. 

2Newton. 161. 
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warfare, was not exactly conducive to ecumenical endeavor. Yet if the Wesleys' 
century was replete with the odium theologicum, it could hardly equal in bitter
ness the one that preceded it. The Seventeenth Century in England saw the Civil 
War, the execution of Charles I, the proscription of the Book of Common Prayer, 
the establishment of the Commonwealth, and a great proliferation of sects and 
parties. Some of these were revolutionary, like the Diggers and Levellers; some 
were apocalyptic and millenarian, like the Fifth Monarchy Men, who declared 
King Jesus as the reigning sovereign. After the tumultuous period of the Civil 
War and Commonwealth, there followed the Great Ejection of the Nonconformist 
clergy from the Church of England in 1660 and 1662. 

It was in the midst of the political violence and religious turbulence of the 
Commonwealth, that a voice was raised in favor of tolerance, peace, and unity 
among Christians. It was a voice to which both John and Charles Wesley were to 
listen and which they would seek to emulate in their own day. The voice was that 
of Richard Baxter, the sometime Puritan minister of Kidderminster in 
Worcestershire: pastor, theologian, preacher, hymn-writer, and proto-ecumenist. 
John Wesley so admired Baxter and his writings that he made The Reformed 
Pastor (l656)-his classic work on the ministerial office-the recommended 
textbook for the Methodist preachers. He also published selections from Baxter's 
voluminous works in the Christian Library. They really were voluminous
Baxter published something like 180 books, which earned him the nickname 
among his contemporaries of "scribbling Dick"! John Wesley never ceased to 
admire him as a choice example of the "Catholic Spirit." 

Gordon Rupp once wrote about the rather impetuous side of Baxter's charac
ter, and applied to him John Henry Newman's criticism of Dr. Pusey's Eirenicon, 
which he wrote to further Anglican-Roman Catholic unity. Newman, by that 
time a Catholic, said of Pusey, "He launches his olive branches from a catapult"! 
And yet, has Baxter ever been equaled in his passionate concern for the unity of 
Christ's people, for healing and reconciliation among the churches? Certainly, to 
John Wesley, Baxter was "that loving, serious Christian," whom Wesley contrasts 
with the bitter spirit of a Nonconformist controversialist of his own day, who 
wrote harshly of the established Church in his publication, A Gentleman s 
Reasons for his Dissent from the Church of England (1746).3 

Baxter's Reformed Pastor is replete with calls for Christian unity. He calls on 
his fellow-Christians of other denominations-he himself was a Presbyterian, but 
was ready to accept a reformed episcopacy-"Principally to consult and agree 
upon certain rules for the management of our differences, in such manner as may 
be least to the disadvantage of the common Christian truths which are acknowl
edged by us all."4 It was, of course, "the common Christian truths which are 

3The Works ofJohn Wesley (Bicentennial Edition), vol. 21, "Journal and Diaries IV (1755-65)," 
ed. W R. Ward and Richard P. Heitzenrater (1992), 10. (Hereafter cited as "Jw, Works. ") 

4Richard Baxter, The Reformed Pastor (1656), ed. John T. Wilkinson (1950 revised ed.), 56. 
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acknowledged by us all," which John Wesley made central to his writings and 
proclamation, and of which Charles chiefly sang in his hymns; but of that more 
anon. 

In an eloquent passage of The Reformed Pastor, Baxter expatiates on the sin 
of "the ministers of England" in "undervaluing the unity and peace of the whole 
church." He laments how rare it is "to meet with a man that smarteth or bleedeth 
with the Church's wounds," and enlarges feelingly on the general lack of ecu
menicity: 

Of the multitudes that say they are of the Catholic Church it is too rare to meet with 
men of a catholic spirit; men have not a universal consideration of and respect to 
the whole Church, but look upon their party as if it were the whole .... The peace 
of their party they take for the peace of the Church.s 

Charles. Wesley, like his brother John, found Baxter a kindred spirit. On May 19, 
1741, preaching at Kingswood, Bristol, Charles expounded John 17:9, "I pray not 
for the world, but for them which thou hast given me." He refers to the great text 
of Christian unity in verse 21 of the same chapter, where the Lord prays for his 
disciples, that "They all may be one, so that the world may believe"; and then he 
cites Baxter's gloss on the same text, '''That,' to use Mr. Baxter's words on the 
place, 'by their concord, the world may be won to Christianity.'''6 

On October 19, 1756, Charles's Journal again refers approvingly to Baxter, 
and similarly in a context where the unity of Christians is threatened. He 
preached at Gawksholm, where he was informed that some local Baptists ("a car
nal, cavilling, contentious sect," as he terms them) have been enticing many 
Methodists away from their Society. Charles talked with William Grimshaw of 
Haworth about the problem, and they were agreed that part of the remedy was 
"That the Preachers should be allowed more time in every Place to visit from 
house to house, after Mr. Baxter's pattern."7 

In referring to Baxter's systematic visiting from house to house, which was at 
the heart of his outstanding ministry at Kidderminster, Charles is not making a 
general mention of the need for pastoral visitation. Baxter's "method" of home 
visiting included careful, regular instruction of individuals and families in the 
Christian life-prayer and devotion, faith and morals, and the daily practice of 
their religion. If the local Methodists received that kind of ministry of oversight 
and instruction, they would be far less likely to be drawn away from the fellow
ship and communion of their own Society. 

Charles's ecumenism was at times open to criticism, at least in brother John's 
eyes. It is interesting that when they differed on one occasion-typically over the 
relation of Methodists to the Church of England-John chided Charles that he 

5Baxter, 101. 
6The Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley, M.A.. ed. Thomas Jackson, 2 vols. (1849), 1:277. 

(Hereafter cited as "Cw, Journal.") 
7CW, Journal. 2:128. 
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must have forgotten Baxter's teaching. John had learned that Charles had 
excluded a man from the local Methodist Society, not simply for drunkenness 
(which John accepted as a valid reason), but also for not attending worship at the 
parish church. Though John of course encouraged such attendance, he was not 
prepared to accept the lack of it as sufficient reason for excluding a Methodist 
from the Society. Writing to Charles from London on July 16, 1755, John 
upbraids him in these tenns: "I wish you had mentioned only his drunkenness in 
the Society. It was a pity to add anything more." He then brings his heavy 
artillery to bear, adding the rebuke, "You are acting as if you had never seen either 
Stillingfleet, Baxter, or Howson."8 

Thomas Jackson, in his life of Charles, pinpoints the difference between John 
and Charles on this and kindred issues relating to Methodists and the Church of 
England. "Mr. John Wesley," he writes, "directed all his energies to the, increase 
and edification of the societies, discountenancing all direct separation from the 
Church; but still making strict Churchmanship subordinate to conversion from sin 
and to personal piety." Charles on the other hand, says Jackson, though "equally 
alive to the necessity of entire holiness, as a qualification without which no man 
shall see the Lord, ... often spoke and acted as if he thought Churchmanship 
essential to piety and salvation."9 

Nevertheless, though the brothers differed at some points on the obligations 
of Methodists towards the Church of England, they were at one in their desire for 
the union of Christians, in love and charity, both for its own sake, and as a part of 
their witness to an unbelieving world. 

Charles's hymn on the Johannine exhortation, "Little children, love one 
another ... ," calls Christians to realize their unity in Christ crucified, since at the 
cross all the barriers made by sin are broken down: 

Gi ver of Concord, Prince of Peace, 
Meek, Lamb-like Son of God, 

Bid our unruly Passions cease, 
0lquench them with Thy Blood. 

° let us find the antient Way 
Our wondering Foes to move, 

And force the Heathen World to say, 
"See how these Christians 10ve!"10 

Charles takes up the same theme in his great series of hymns for the Love-Feast: 

KJV'. Works, vol. 26: "Letters II 1740-1755," ed. Frank Baker (1982).572. 
9'fhomas Jackson, The Life of the Rev. CluJrles Wesley, M.A.. 2 vols. (1841), 2:132-133. 
JOHymns and Sacred Poems (London: Strahan, 1740), 118-119. (Hereafter cited as "HSP 

[1740].") The Poetical Works of John and Charles Wesley, ed. G. Osborn, 13 vols. (1868-1872), 
1 :298-299. (Hereafter cited as "Poetical Works," followed by volume and page number[s].) 
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Hence may all our Actions flow, 

Love the Proof that Christ we know; 

Mutual Love the Token be, 

Lord, that we belong to thee .... II 


"By this shall all men know that you are my disciples, if you have love one to 
another" (John 13:35). 

One of the fullest expositions of Charles's zeal for the unity of Christians is to 
be found in his "Hymns on the Communion of Saints."12 Ephesians 4 has been 
described as "The Magna Carta of the movement for Christian unity." This pas
sage of the Epistle exults in the truth that Christians share "one Lord, one faith, 
one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is over all and through all and in 
all." Charles transposes this credo into poetry and song: 

Build us in One Body up, 

Call'd in one high Calling's Hope; 

One the Spirit whom we claim; 

One the pure Baptismal Flame; 

One the Faith and Common Lord; 

One the Father lives, ador'd 

Over, thro', and in us all, 

God Incomprehensible. 13 


The other great New Testament charter of unity, John 17, is also laid under con
tribution by Charles, in his sequence of "Hymns on the Communion of Saints." 
Taking up the prayer of Jesus in the Upper Room, that his followers may be one, 
as he is in the Father and the Father in him, Charles writes: 

We, 0 CHRIST, have Thee receiv'd; 

We the Gospel-Word believ'd: 

Justly then we claim a Share 

In Thine Everlasting Prayer. 

One the Father is with Thee; 

Knit us in like Unity; 

Make us, 0 uniting Son, 

One as Thou and He are One. 14 


It is in this same sequence of hymns on the Communion of Saints, that Charles 
includes what has become perhaps the best known and most widely loved of all 
his calls to unity, "Christ, from whom all blessings flow." In this classic hymn, 
he makes clear, as the New Testament itself does, that the unity of Christians is 
not a human construct, but a divine gift: 

IlPoetical Works, 1:354. HSP (1740), 185. 

12HSP (1740), 188-204. 

13Poetical Works. 1:356. HSP (1740), 188. 

14Poetical Works. 1:359-360. HSP (1740), 192. 
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CHRIST, from whom al1 Blessings flow, 

Perfecting the Saints below, 

Hear us, who Thy Nature share, 

Who Thy mystic body are .... 


Many are we now, and One, 

We who JESUS have put on: 

There is neither Bond nor Free, 

Male nor Female, Lord, in Thee. 


Love, like Death, hath all destroy'd, 

Render'd all Distinctions void: 

Names, and sects, and parties fall; 

Thou, 0 CHRIST, art ALL in ALL. IS 


We are reminded there of Richard Baxter's refusal of al1 sectarian names or party 

labels; he insisted, rather, that he was "a mere Christian," "a mere Catholic," or, 

within the English scene, "a mere Nonconformist": all three titles were meant to 

be inclusive, unitive, comprehensive of fellow Christians over a wide range of 

denominations. 

It would, of course, be a gross anachronism to suggest that Charles was an 

ecumenist of a twentieth-century kind-that is, one who seeks the visible unity 

of al1 Christ's people. In his hymn on "Catholic Love," he can write: 

Forth from the midst of Babel brought, 
Parties and sects I cast behind; 

Enlarged my heart, and free my thought, 
Where'er the latent truth I find, 

The latent truth with joy to own, 
And bow to Jesu's name alone. 16 

But in the later verses of this same hymn, he makes clear that he is thinking of an 

invisible church of true believers, scattered across the visible denominations, hid

den within them, yet secretly one in Christ: 

For these, howe'er in flesh disjoin'd, 
Where'er dispersed o'er earth abroad, 

Unfeign'd unbounded love I find, 
And constant as the life of God. 

15Poetical Works. 1 :361-362. 

16Poetical Works, 6:71. 
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Join'd to the hidden church unknown 
In this sure bond of perfectness, 

Obscurely safe, I dwell alone, 
And glory in the' uniting grace, 

To me, to each believer given, 
To all thy saints in earth and heaven. 17 

The limitations of his ecumenical sympathies are evident in his hymn for the 
"Church CathoJic," where, while praying for the worldwide ecclesia, he cannot 
resist a dig at Rome: 

Forth from the midst of Babel call 
Thy servants who Thy word obey, 

Before Thy plagues o'erwhelm them 
That own the BEASTLY PONTIFF'S sway, 

Before Thy fiery breath consume 
The last great Antichrist of Rome. 18 

In this kind of verse, and this one by no means stands alone, Charles is a typical 
eighteenth-century English Protestant, seeing the Pope as the man of sin, to be 
identified with the Beast of Revelation, and the great enemy of all true 
Christianity. 

Yet in other ways, Charles can and does contribute to present-day ecumenism, 
and I suggest three ways. First, in his concentration on the central doctrines of 
the Christian faith, held by the great majority of Christians, he provides, through 
the corpus of his hymns, a unitive means of grace, which can still draw divided 
Christians closer to one another. Second, he shares his brother John's conviction 
that it is agape, the divine charity, Christ-like love, which is at the heart and core 
of the Christian life, and which alone can make us one. John, in his Plain 
Account of Christian Perfection, is one with Charles in the hymns, in stressing 
that Christian perfection means simply "being made perfect in love," the love, 
says John, that Paul speaks of in 1 Corinthians 13, and which alone can bring 
about the unity for which Christ prays. Third, and finally, Charles can and does 
assist us in the modern ecumenical pilgrimage, because more and more of the 
grims, across the churches, are learning to sing and to love his hymns. 

It has long been true, indeed, that Charles's hymns have been sung by 
Christians of many denominations-especially his hymns for the great festivals. 
Would Advent be the same without "Come, Thou long-expected Jesus"? or 
Christmas without "Hark! the herald angels sing"? or Easter Day without "Christ 
the Lord is risen today"? But, over and above these select classics among the 
hymns, we are beginning to see a wider discovery of Charles's great outpouring 
of Christian praise-for personal devotion as well as congregational worship-

!7Poetical Works, 6:72. 

18Poetical Works, 6: 113. 
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among Christians of the Free Church, Anglican, Orthodox, and Roman Catholic 
traditions. There is time to give only a few examples. In 1996, a new paperback 
series of Fount Classics, published by HarperCollins, included a volume devoted 
to Songs and Sermons: John and Charles Wesley, introduced by an Anglican 
priest, Robert Van de Weyer, which includes the text of twenty-five of Charles's 
choicest hymns, from the period 1739 to 1762. In 1987, the Anglican hymn
writer, Timothy Dudley-Smith, published A Flame ofLove: A personal choice of 
Charles Wesley s verse. In his Introduction, he writes: "Week by week, across 
the English-speaking world, we sing (I believe) more hymns by Charles Wesley 
than by any other hymn writer. . .. Charles Wesley's place in contemporary 
hymnody is, I believe, unmatched." He adds the interesting observation: "I ven
ture to think also, that it is due to him more than to any other man that the use of 
the hymn book in private devotion is still practised, and valued by those who 
practise it."19 In 1985, David and Jill Wright published their Thirty Hymns of the 
Wesleys (Paternoster Press). In 1966, two Anglican scholars, H. A. Hodges and 
A. M. AUchin, published A Rapture of Praise: Hymns of John and Charles 
Wesley. In their introduction, they make clear their concern to show how the 
Wesleys "understood and expressed the common Faith of Christendom and the 
common devotional inheritance which they had received through the tradition of 
the Church of England."20 

These authors and compilers were all Anglicans, but most recently, in the July 
1997 number of the Epworth Review, we find Fr. Francis Frost, Professor of 
Theology in the Catholic University of Lille, discovering some of the treasures of 
Charles's eucharistic hymns, in his W. E Flemington Lectures, given at 
Cambridge in 1995.21 Catholics certainly relish the Hymns on the Lord's Supper. 
They find there strong sacramental teaching and a doctrine of the Real Presence 
which they may not have expected to find in evangelical Protestantism. 
Christians of the Orthodox East have been slower, perhaps understandably, to dis
cover the treasures of Charles Wesley's hymns, but when they do, they find much 
that speaks to them. A text which meant much to both John and Charles Wesley 
is 2 Peter 1:4, "Whereby are given unto us exceeding great and precious 
promises: that by these ye might be partakers of the divine nature" (AV). That 
theme of theosis, that human beings by grace are to share the divine nature 
through Christ, is one of the central strands of Orthodoxy. They wi1l find it pow
erful1y expressed in Charles's hymns. Take this verse from "Let earth and heaven 
combine": 

19'[ Dudley-Smith, A Flame of Love (1987), vii. 
2°H. A. Hodges and A. M. Allchin, A Rapture of Praise (1966), 9. 
21Francis Frost, "The Three Loves: A Theology of the Wesley Brothers," Epworth Review. 24 

(July 1997),86-116. 
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He deigns in flesh to appear, 
Widest extremes to join; 

To bring our vileness near, 
And make us all divine: 

And we the life of God shall know, 
For God is manifest below.22 

The same note is struck in "Father of everlasting grace": 

Send us the Spirit of thy Son 
To make the depths of Godhead known, 

To make us share the life divine.23 

Or again, in "Since the Son hath made me free": 

Heavenly Father, Life divine, 

Change my nature into thine! 

Move and spread throughout my soul, 

Actuate and fill the whole! 

Be it I no longer now 

Living in the flesh, but thou.24 


There is no need to multiply examples, but I hope I have said enough to illus
trate the way in which Charles's hymns have shown their power to appeal to 
Christians wen beyond the confines of the Methodist tradition. I believe that is 
fundamentally because Charles is not sectarian, but strikes a universal Christian 
note. He concentrates on the central doctrines of the Faith, ringing the changes 
on them in a seemingly endless variety. He sings continually of the grace of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy Spirit. 
Bishop Edward King, in his work for unity, used to say, "What we need is more 
Christlike Christians; the nearer we draw to Christ, the nearer we shall be drawn 
to one another." Charles's hymns were written to draw us to Christ, and as 
accomplish that purpose, so they enable us to become more truly one in him. 

22Hymns and Psalms (London: Methodist Publishing House, 1983), Hymn 109, stanza 3. Hymns 
for the Nativity ofour Lord (1745), No.5, p. 8. 

23Hymns and Psalms. Hymn 300, stanza 2. Hymns ofPetition and Thanksgiving for the Promise 
of the Father (1746), No. l, p. 4. 

24JW, Works. vol. 7: <)\ Collection of Hymns for the use of the People called Methodists." eds. 
Franz Hildebrandt and Oliver A. Beckerlegge (1983), 552; Hymns and Sacred Poems (London: 
Strahan, 1739), p. 221, stanza II of original. Wesley's original first line reads: "Heavenly Adam. Life 
Divine." 

http:divine.23
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Sarah Wesley 

Woman of Her Times 


Wilma 1. Quantrille 

Sarah Wesley, daughter of Sarah Gwynne and Charles Wesley, was born in 
Bristol, England, on April I, 1759, and died September 19, 1828, on a visit to 
Bristol. 

Sarah was a quiet island of composure, calm, independence, and grace in the 
midst of the swirl of energy-the energy of the bustling commercial city of 
Bristol where the Charles Wesley family lived until Sarah was twelve years old. 
Of much greater significance in her life was the movement called Methodism that 
centered on the brothers, John Wesley and Charles Wesley, uncle and father. 

Called "Sally" by her parents, she was a woman of character, intellect, and 
poetic sensitivity. Throughout this article she will be referred to as "Sally" and 
her mother as "Sarah." Sally was carefully educated in the classical languages 
and literature. Her achievements were not particularly distinguishing nor did 
they attract attention to her, yet Sally was content to be eclipsed by the far more 
dramatic and far-reaching evangelistic activities of her father and uncle, as well 
as by her brothers, who claimed the fascination of Charles, their father, because 
of their amazing childhood musical genius. 

Yet Sally became a young woman of grace, intellect, and social sophistication. 
Her social and intellectual life were enhanced by her connections with the Gwynne 
family, her mother's family, with the Wesley family, and with the Methodist move
ment. Her presence was requested and enjoyed in many fine homes of England. 
Her close association with her aunt Martha Hall gave her entree to the 
London of her time, including friendship with Dr. Samuel Johnson. 

became a writer of poetry, though she did not presume to be an author 
of the stature of her father Charles or her aunts Hetty and Martha. She was also 
an artist; however, little evidence of her art work has been preserved. 

Sally did have an identity of her own. She guarded well a strong and healthy 
self-assurance, though her independent spirit was sometimes a frustration to her 
father, who would have preferred that she be a more enthusiastic participant in the 
religious spirit which her father and uncle were awakening in England. 

Sally was admirable in her ability to see with clear eyes the dilemmas of many 
of the women with whom she associated. She chose to remain single, accurately 
observing the misery and grief caused by the marriages of her Wesley aunts, Hetty 
and Martha, and other women of her acquaintance. 

Fortunately for her, Sally's parents had provided her with advantages and priv
ileges which gave her the greatest possibility of achieving a happy and produc
tive life. She seemed carefully to have planned her life for her enjoyment and for 
the greatest benefit she could be to others. Of the many factors which influenced 
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Sally's life, one was the city of B risto 1 itsel f, the home of the Charles Wesley fam
ily throughout her childhood. 

Bristol was a bustling commercial center, swarming with seekers of wealth 
and fortune. The city boasted a thriving port, industry in glass-making (nearly 
half filled with beer, cider, perry and Bristol water), copper, and brass. 

Bristol was the second largest port in England, occupying a key role in over
seas commerce. With a population of about 100,000, it was the focus of eco
nomic, social, and cultural life of England. 

In 1764 The Theatre Royal was established. Although it was a major cultural 
achievement, John Wesley remarked: 

The endeavours lately used to procure subscriptions for building a new play
house in Bristol have given us not a little concern; and that on various accounts: 
not barely as most of the present stage entertainments sap the foundation of all reli
gion, as they naturally tend to efface all traces of piety and seriousness out of the 
minds of men; but as they are peculiarly hurtful to a trading city, giving a wrong 
tum to youth especially, gay, trifling, and directly opposite to the spirit of industry 
and close application to business; and, as drinking and debauchery of every kind 
are constant attendants on these entertainments, with indolence, effeminacy, and 
idleness, which affect trade in an high degree.' 

Though the work of saving souls continued enthusiastically in Bristol, John 
Wesley remarked, "I often wonder at the people of Bristol. They are so honest, 
yet so dull; 'tis scarce possible to strike any fire into them."2 

Alexander Pope remarked, "The city of Bristol itself is a very unpleasant 
place and no civilized company in it."3 

The slave trade, centered in the Bristol port from the beginning of the eigh
teenth century, took advantage of the economic rewards of trading in human 
beings. Ships from Bristol carried as many as 16,950 slaves between 1701 and 
1709. Though London and Liverpool vied in slave trade with Bristol, the city 
slave traders benefited from the supplying of colonial plantations with slaves 
from Africa. Men of highest repute in the city were engaged in the traffic-not 
wicked men, but pillars of society in their own time. 

Since Bristol grew quite wealthy because of the slave trade, the city only 
relinquished this source of revenue when other, more profitable and less contro
versial fields of investment became available. 

An abolitionist movement soon emerged, led by the Quakers, the Anglican 
and Dissenting clergy, the Moravians, and two gentlemen, Thomas Clarkson and 
William Wilberforce. 

IThe Letters of the Rev. John Wesley, A.M., ed. John Telford, Standard edition, 8 vols. (London: 
The Epworth Press, 1931),4:279. (Hereafter cited as "UW") To the Mayor and Corporation of 
Bristol; from London, December 20, 1764. 

2UW, 8:198. To Adam Clarke; from London, January 28, 1790. 
3Peter T. Marcy, "Eighteenth Century Views of Bristol and Bristolians," in Patrick McGrath, ed., 

Bristol in the Eighteenth Century (Newton Abbott: David & Charles, 1972),29. 
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Sally was undoubtedly present when, at the home of Hannah More, 
Wilberforce was first introduced to Charles Wesley. Wilberforce, a young and ris
ing statesman, recorded this about the meeting: 

I went, I think in 1786, to see her, and when I came into the room Charles Wesley 
rose from the table, around which a numerous party sat at tea, and coming forwards 
to me, gave me solemnly his blessing. I was scarcely ever more affected. Such 
was the effect of his manner and appearance, that it altogether overset me, and I 
burst into tears, unable to restrain myself.4 

The influences which most formed the character of Sally Wesley were those 
of her brilliant and highly achieving father Charles and her skilled and devoted 
mother Sarah. 

Sarah Wesley, Sally's mother, was privileged to have been the daughter of one 
of the leading families in Wales. She grew up amid a highly respected landed 
family of Marmaduke Gwynne, Esquire, who kept a private establishment with 
twenty servants and a chaplain. The comforts of Sarah's early life, however, she 
gladly relinquished to become the devoted wife of Charles Wesley, traveling 
evangelist and poet. 

The wedding itself was an omen of a happy union. Charles remembers, "Mr. 
Gwynne gave her to me (under God), my brother joined our hands. It was a most 
solemn season of love! Never had I more of the divine presence at a sacrament."5 

The marriage was one of the most propitious of circumstances for Sally Jr. and 
her brothers. Always did Charles Wesley express freely his affection and love for 
and his devotion to his wife Sarah, whom he often called dearest friend. Their 
relationship is well expressed in this exclamation: "Blessed be the day on which 
my dearest Sally was born! It has been continual sunshine; the fairest, calmest, 
brightest day, since I left you in Bristol. Such may all your succeeding ones be; 
at least may you enjoy that 'perpetual sunshine of the spotless mind."'6 A prayer 
of Charles during their courtship expressed this deep love: "0 Eternal Spirit of 
Love, come down into my heart and into my Friend's heart, and knit us together 
in the bond of perfectness."7 

The two-fold commitment-to the church and to each other-sustained them 
both. Sally was a willing fellow-traveler and later a strong and courageous 
mother and family-maker. Though Charles's expectations were high, she never 
disappointed him nor he, her. 

4Life of Wilbeiforce. I :248; quoted in Thomas Jackson, The Life of the Rev. Charles Wesley. M.A., 
2 vols. (London: Published by John Mason, at the Wesleyan Conference Office, 1841), 2:371. 
(American edition, abridged [New-York: Published by G. Lane & P. P. Sandford, for the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1842], 711.) 

sThe Journal of the Rev. Charles Wesley. M.A .• ed. Thomas Jackson, 2 vols. (London: Wesleyan 
Methodist Book-Room, 1849; and later reprints), 2:55. (Hereafter cited as "Cw, Journal.") 

6CW, Journal, 2:200. 
1f'rank Baker, Charles Wesley: As Revealed by His Letters (London: The Epworth Press, 1948), 

57. To Sarah Gwynne; from Holyhead, August 12, 1748. 
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A few months after their marriage, Charles Wesley engaged a small house in 
Bristol, as a home for his wife, "such a one as suited a stranger and pilgrim upon 
the earth." 

Charles called the home a "convent" because not only did Sarah move in but 
also her two sisters. There were al ways friends and neighbors present. 8 

The house on Charles Street quickly became a rendezvous for the itinerant 
Methodist preachers, to whom Sarah's well-ordered home and gentle welcome 
offered a delightful respite. She was a hostess of skill and warm hospitality. 
Charles's time for study and composition was constantly interrupted. 

It was in this busy yet happy circumstance that their daughter Sally was nur
tured. It made possible Sally's ability to establish a self-possessed and indepen
dent character even in the midst of the virtual whirlwind of dynamic activity in 
the service of the movement called Methodism. Her father and uncle were the 
center of the storm of activity, their full concentration and focus on the saving of 
souls and the awakening of the Spirit in the lives of those languishing in sin. 

It was Sally's mother who provided the calm, nurturing home which carried 
on the strong tradition of Susanna Wesley, mother of Charles. All three of the 
children received education, not only in religion, but also in classical literature, 
languages, and music. Sally was given all the encouragement and opportunity 
afforded her brothers. 

Sarah herself had been carefully educated by private tutors, and possessed one 
talent outstanding even among her musical brothers and sisters: a lovely voice of 
great power and range. She was also an accomplished harpsichordist. She shared 
these gifts freely with her family and especially with her children. 

Even in the city of Bristol, not noted for its genteel society or upper-class 
manners, the Charles Wesley family provided their children with a home in which 
culture was valued and the children's nurture and education had high priority. 

Charles Wesley was, however, unable for a number of reasons to attend 
closely to his daughter's rearing. First, Charles was already fifty-two years old 
when Sally was born. He was absent from the household continually. Although 
he had by this time ceased itinerant ministry, he was spending some eight to ten 
months a year in London. He possessed an almost superhuman ability to write 
verse. He was an outstanding and effecti ve preacher. His skills and gifts as pas
tor to all who were suffeqng were remarkable. Sally, Jr., benefited not so much 
by her father's presence as by the witness he provided of a life of great discipline 
and achievement. 

Two anecdotes illustrate the relationship between father and daughter. Charles 
had converted one of Miss Chapman's boarders, a young woman named Miss 
Morgan. She rose at six and went to bed at ten. She accompanied Charles on his 

8Mabel Richmond Brailsford, A Tale of Two Brothers: John and Charles Wesley (New York: 
Oxford University Press, (954), 172. 
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daily rides and followed a plan of study suggested by him. She memorized a part 
of Matthew Prior's Solomon on the Vanity of the World and was learning short
hand.9 

Charles Wesley asked himself, "Why am I not as useful to my own daugh
ter?"10 He could see that SaJIy had a great thirst for knowledge and a capacity to 
learn, but he was discouraged by her inability to rise early and study regularly. He 
would like to have read something with her every day and to have achieved what 
good he could in the little time that he had left. 

He had corrected Sally's Ode to Peace. She should then be ready to read 
Thomas aKempis and William Law's Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life. II 

Sally, thought her well-meaning father, should follow Miss Morgan's exam
ple. Charles pointed out to Sally that she would be sorry one day that she had not 
made more use of her father. Charles felt that he would need only one year to 
communicate enough knowledge to Sarah that she might be able to continue 
without him. Charles was also interested in Sally's riding. He suggested they go 
riding together. He would be willing to provide her with the proper dress. 

Charles also guided her in the literature with which she might become famil
iar. In a letter to Sally, Charles remarked: 

I think you may avail yourself of my small knowledge of books and poetry. I am 
not yet too old to assist you a little in your reading, and perhaps improve your taste 
in versifying. You need not dread my severity. I have a laudable partiality for my 
own children. Witness your brothers, whom I do not love a jot better than you; 
only be you as ready to show me your verses as they their music. 12 

Charles was obviously frustrated by her lack of interest in these pursuits. 
In another letter he chides her on the wearing of "narrow fashionable heels." 

She was at the time recovering from a fall, caused, according to father Charles, 
by the fashionable but unreasonable shoes. "I think it will be a warning to you, 
and reduce you to reason," he wrote. I3 

Charles was encouraged to hear through his brother John that Sally, Jr., had 
had something of an awakening, as she was attending the bands in Bristol. 
Charles made a valiant attempt to use restraint in regard to the religious training 
of his gifted daughter. He admitted that there might be the possibility that she 
would "meet some stumbling-block in the Society, which might gi ve you an 
(unjust) prejudice against religion itself."14 

"I never thought the bands would suit you. Yet many of them possess what 
you are seeking. You also shall bear witness of the power, the peace, the blessed

9CW. Journal. 2:278. 
IOlbid. 

IIlbid. 

12CW. Journal. 2:276. 
BJbid. 
14CW. Journal. 2:277. 
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ness of heart-reHgion; you also shall know the Lord, if you follow on to know 
Him."'s 

Another story regarding the relationship of Charles Wesley and his only 
daughter is one told of their visit to the London prison, Newgate. Charles Wesley, 
since the days of the Holy Club, had considered visiting of prisoners one of the 
signs of Christian discipleship upheld by Scripture. Therefore he would regularly 
go to Newgate and preach to those who were under sentence of death. When 
Sarah was still a little girl, her father asked her to go with him. Sally's mother 
shuddered at the prospect, considering that her feelings were so tender she could 
not endure it. 

When, as was their custom, Sally accompanied Charles to his bed-chamber at 
nine o'clock, she heard him saying to himself, "Sick and in prison, and ye visited 
me not." 

The next morning at six o'clock, she told "Father, I will go with you to 
Newgate this morning."'6 

Sarah was placed in a pew near the unhappy culprits. and the only sound she heard 
was the clinking of their chains. Charles Wesley. after entering the pulpit, was so 
overcome by his sympathies that it was many minutes before he could begin the 
prayer. Then he burst forth with an energy which impressed the whole auditory, "0 
let the sorrowful sighing of the prisoner come up before thee! According to the 
greatness of thy power preserve thou those who are appointed to die."17 

When they returned home and Mrs. Wesley asked what possible good the visit 
could have been, Mr. Wesley said, "It expanded our sympathies, it excited grati
tude to our heavenly Father for the grace which alone preserved any human being 
from similar offenses to their fellow creatures, it excited our prayers for them."'!! 

Sally's father continued to remind her that she had not fully reached his expec
tations regarding the Christian life. In one of his letters to her, Charles suggests 
that indeed, '1\11 your powers and faculties are so many talents, of which you are 
to give an account. You improve your talent of understanding when you exercise 
it in acquiring important truth. You use your talent of memory aright when you 
store it with things worth remembering; and to be always getting something by 
heart."19 He then encouraged her to memorize parts of Prior's Solomon, the 
Vanity of Knowledge. Charles was concerned that his daughter's voracious read
ing was not well directed or more carefully focused on the concerns of faith. 

Yet Sally established herself as a person of value in her own right. Friends of 
the family continually invited her as a house guest, and others sought her com
pany at her aunt Martha Hall's. A person of bright mind, well read in both ancient 

ISCW, Journal. 2:279. 

16Rev. J. B. Wakeley, Anecdotes of the Wesleys (New York: Carlton & Lanahan, 1869), 384. 

I7Wakeley, 384-5. 

18Wesleyan Magazine, 1839, p. 831, as quoted in Wakeley, 385. 

19CW, Journal, 2:280. 
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and modem literature, Sally was able to converse with interest and delight with 
the best of London society. On one occasion, when Sally inquired of a Mrs. Allen 
if she could borrow a copy of the works of John Milton, it was returned without 
delay, for Sally was such a fast reader. Her father once referred to her as a 
devourer of books.20 

SalJy's life was very much affected by the efforts of her father, Charles Wesley, 
to encourage her brother Charles Jr.'s musical career. Beginning in 1779, a series 
of concerts were arranged which were held in the Wesley home on Chesterfield 
Street in London. Tickets were sold and the room, holding only about eighty per
sons, was crowded with subscribers. Among them were the bishop of London, 
Lord Dartmouth, Lord Barrington, Lord and Lady Le Despencer, the Honorable 
Daines Barrington, the Danish and Saxon ambassadors, Dr. Shepherd, Mr. 
Madan, and several others, both lay and clergy.21 

Charles's pride was evident in a letter he wrote to his brother John: "I am 
clear without a doubt that my sons' concert is after the will and order of 
Providence. It has established them as musicians, and in a safe and honourable 
way."22 Charles found it necessary to apologize for the life style which of neces
sity accompanied the promotion of his sons' careers in music. It was a point of 
criticism by some of the faithful in the Methodist movement that the Wesley fam

was traveling in social circles above those whom they hoped to serve in the 
evangelical movement. 

When Charles, Jr., became discouraged, it was his sister Sally who gave him 
comfort. 

... he came to her, bringing some of his beautiful compositions, and requesting that 
she would tie them up for him. 'i\1I my works," said he, "are neglected. They were 
performed at Dr. Shepherd's, in Windsor, but no one minds them now!" She 
answered, in a sprightly tone, "What a fool you would be to regret such worldly 
disappointments! You may secure a heavenly crown, and immortal honour, and 
have a thousand blessings which were denied to poor Otway, Butler, and other 
bright geniuses. Johnson toiled for daily bread till past fifty_ Pray think of your 
happier fate." "True," said he, meekly, and took away his productions with sweet 
humility. Having recorded this anecdote, she adds, "Lord, sanctify all these mun
dane mortifications to him and me. The view of another state will prevent all 
regrets."23 

When Samuel became attracted to Roman Catholicism, Charles was very 
much distressed and grieved and wept over the loss of his son to that faith, believ
ing that scripture itself declared the Catholic faith to be corrupt. 

Sally wrote a note beside a hymn of prayer which Charles had raised for his 
son Samuel at the time of his affliction with smallpox. '~las! this prayer was 

2OCW, Journal. 2:276. 

2IJackson,2:347. (American ed., 693.) 

220. M. Jones, Charles Wesley: A Study (London: The Epworth Press, 19(9),233. 

2JJackson, 2:370. (American ed., 710.) 
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raised for his son Samuel! How little do parents know what evils are prevented 
by early death!"24 

The two other children, Sally and Charles, were witness to the grief of their 
aging father regarding his son Samuel, but were unable to restore his spirits. 
However, it gave Charles an opportunity to make the point to Charles, Jr., and 
Sally, that they had not felt the full effect of a live and powerful faith. 

Therefore you and my dear Sarah have great need to weep over him: but have 
you not also need to weep for yourselves? For, have you given God your hearts? 
Are you holy in heart? Have you the kingdom of God within you? righteousness, 
and peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost? the only true religion under heaven .... nei
ther you nor he can ever enter into glory, unless you are now cleansed from all pol
lution of flesh and spirit, and perfect holiness in the fear of God.25 

Yet it was Sally who was able, because of her tolerance in regard to Samuel's 
behavior, to offer him assistance with his family. She rescued Samuel at least 
once from financial embarrassment. Charles Wesley, eldest son of Samuel and 
grandson of Charles Wesley, loved his aunt. He was now and then left in her care. 

It is important to mention, also, the effect of the lives of Charles's and John's sis
ters on their niece, Sally. Thel family was close. John and Charles were able in their 
later years to care for the sisters when their financial situations became difficult. 

Miss Mehetabel Wesley (Mrs. Wright), called "Hetty," had "naturally a fine 
poetic genius, which ... shone forth in her with peculiar splendor, and was 
heightened by her knowledge of the fine models of antiquity." From her child
hood she was "full of mirth, good humor, and keen wit."26 

However, in spite of her promise, she led a life of misery, precipitated by her 
father, Samuel, who interfered with the marriage to her preferred gentleman, and, 
at the last moment, pronounced him "an unprincipled lawyer." 

Hetty was deeply grieved and disappointed and consented to a marriage to a 
journeyman plumber who was not of her intellectual or social stature. Wright "asso
ciated with low, dissolute company; spent his evenings from home; became a drunk
ard; and, by a series of ill-management and ill-treatment, broke the heart of his wife."27 

Her greatest disappointment, however, was the early death of her children. 
One of her most poignant poems is a lament over her dying infant. 

Sally was undoubtedly aware of the deep sadness of her aunt, so full of the 
potential for happiness and for achievement, if she had had the opportunity to 
apply her poetic brilliance. Her misery seems to be the result of thoughtlessness 
on the part of her father, her would-be husband, to say nothing of the husband 
who brought her nothing but grief. 

24Jackson,2:361. (American ed., 704.) 
25Jackson, 2:367-368. (American ed., 707-708.) 
26Adam Clarke, Memoirs of the Wesley Family, Second Edition (New York: Lane & Tippett. 

1848),534. 
27Clarke. 536. 
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Sally's aunt Martha was also a tragic figure. She was very serious and 
thoughtful and was so even-tempered that as children her brothers and sisters 
taunted her in vain in order to provoke an emotional response. 

For some time Martha lived with her uncle Matthew Wesley, a surgeon. 
During this time Martha became engaged to be married to Mr. Westley Hall, who 
had been one of John Wesley's pupHs at Lincoln College. Her engagement was, 
however, without the knowledge or consent of Charles and John, her brothers. 

Though betrothed to Martha, Mr. Hall began a flirtation with Martha's sister 
Kezziah, grew enamored of her, courted, obtained her consent and that of the 
family in general, who knew nothing of his engagement to Martha. 

In a qualm of conscience, at the very last minute before the wedding, Hall 
returned to Martha. This was very embarrassing to her, as her family assumed 
that Martha was responsible for the break between Kezziah and Hall. 

Nevertheless, Hall and Martha married, and Martha continued to endure the 
criticism of her family, some of whom believed that Martha had betrayed her sis
ter Kezziah. 

That Kezziah approved of the marriage was evident. Later she chose to go 
and live with Mr. and Mrs. Hall, though she could have lived with one of her 
brothers, Samuel or John. 

I have the almost dying assertions of Mrs. Hall, delivered to her beloved niece, 
Miss Wesley, and by her handed in writing to me, that the facts of the case were as 
stated above; that "so little did Kezziah regret her faithless lover, and so fully sen
sible was she of her sister's prior claim, that she chose to live with them, and lived 
in perfect harmony and comfort with her sister. And so far from this disappoint
ment shortening her days, she resided between five and six years under the same 
roof; and had so completely subdued all affection toward Mr. Hall, that she had 
formed an attachment to another gentleman, but his death orevented the union."28 

Hall had been a clergyman of the Church of England, but became in order a 
Moravian, a Quietist, an Antinomian, a Deist, if not an atheist and polygamist, the 
last of which he defended in his teaching, and illustrated by his practice. As a 
husband, he was unkind and hurtful. He seduced a young woman that Mrs. Hall 
had taken in as a seamstress. She did not suspect when the girl was in labor, until 
the others informed her, that the child was her husband's. He abandoned her to 
live with one of his mistresses in the West Indies. 

Her only surviving child, Westley Hall, died of smallpox at the age of four
teen. Nevertheless, Mrs. Ha11 kept a lively home, entertaining the literarily 
inclined. Mrs. Hall "spent much time, at his own particular request, with Dr. 
Samuel Johnson, who was strongly attached to her, and ever treated her with high 
reverence and respect."29 

2SClarke. 567. 

29Clarke. 584. 
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Johnson admired Martha for all she had endured and how gracefully she had 
borne her injuries. 

It was at her Aunt Martha's home that Sally was encouraged to write poetry. 
"Mrs. Hannah More, Miss Benger, Miss Hamilton, Miss Porter, Miss Aikin, Mrs. 
Barbauld, Dr. Gregory, and many other persons of distinction, were her personal 
friends, and none of them had any reason to be ashamed of her companionship. "30 

Sarah herself seems to have had more literary ambition than talent, to judge 
from the reference made to her by Charles Lamb, in a letter to Coleridge dated 
1800. "Miss Wesley and a tribe of authoresses that come after you here clearly 
are the shadows. You encouraged that mopsey ... to dance after you in the hope 
of having her nonsense put into a non-sensical anthology."31 His attitude reflected 
better his age (he was twenty-five years old), his whimsicality, but more than that 
the attitude toward women writers in general during that period of time. 

Nevertheless it was to Samuel Johnson that Sally showed without fear the 
verses she dared not show her father. Her friend Samuel, who was the dread of 
the poets of his day, would pat her head, and, turning to her aunt, Mrs. Hall, would 
pronounce the fateful dictum, "Madam, she will do!" 

"When her niece, Miss Wesley, asked her if she would wish that she should 
attend her in her last moments, she answered, 'Yes, if you are able to bear it; but 
I charge you not to grieve more than half an hour. '''32 

Martha left to her niece, Miss Sally Wesley, whom she dearly loved, and who 
well knew how to prize so valuable a woman, the little remains of her fortune, 
who in vain urged her to spend it on her own life for a few more comforts.33 

One of Miss Wesley's letters says: 

Mrs. Susannah Wesley was a noble creature; but her trials were not such as 
Mrs. Hall's. Wounded in her affections in the tenderest part; deserted by the hus
band she so much loved; bereaved of her ten children; falsely accused of taking her 
sister's lover, whereas, though ignorantly, that sister had taken him from her; 
reduced from ample competency to a narrow income; yet no complaint was heard 
from her lips! Her serenity was undisturbed, and her peace beyond the reach of 
calamity. Active virtues command applause; they are apparent to every eye; but the 
passive are only known to Him by whom they are registered on high, where the 
silent sufferer shall meet the full reward.34 

A great debt is owed to Sfllly Wesley for her care of her aging father and uncle, 
for her presence at both their deaths, and for the kind way in which she recorded 
both events. Charles Wesley was able to repair the mistakes he had made in her 
early years, and she grew to be the comfort and companion of his old age. 

Her comments on the death of John Wesley were as follows: 

3OJackson, 369-370. (American ed., 709.) 

31Charles Lamb, as quoted in Jones, 229. 

32Clarke, 588. 

33Clarke, 588. 

34Clarke, 589-590. 
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'His soul is already in heaven, and his conversation (whether in delirium or perfect 
intellectual power) evinces it. He suffers no pain, receives all in a sweet and thank
ful manner, and, on finding great difficulty in speaking began a prayer, "Lord, Thou 
dost all things well. Thou givest strength to those who can speak, and to those who 
cannot.... That Tuesday afternoon he gave orders for his burial; called up the fam
ily to prayers, and when one of the preachers prayed earnestly he pronounced 
Amen 'with great energy, after every interesting petition.' 'Without one convul
sion, struggle, or groan, he gently sighed out his devoted soul into his Redeemer's 
bosom.'35 

Sally is also responsible for the careful gathering and accuracy of the papers 
regarding the Wesley family. Her concerns were that details be correct and that 
the accounts of the lives of John and Charles Wesley give full appreciation for 
their stature as leaders in a significant religious movement of England and 
America. 

Adam Clarke, the one to whom she gave her Aunt Martha's diary, gave full 
credit to Sarah Wesley for the help she gave him in writing the biography pub
lished in 1823. 

He says in the introduction, "To all those who have contributed original doc
uments and other information for the use of these Memoirs, he returns his best 
thanks: but here he should acknowledge that he stands chiefly indebted to his late 
excellent friend, Miss Sarah Wesley."36 

Sally lived with her mother and her brother Charles in London in a small 
house. Sarah, Charles's widow, was given a sman stipend through the Methodist 
Book Room from the proceeds of the sales of her husband's hymnbooks. Sarah 
died at the age of ninety-six, when Sally was sixty-three. 

In correspondence to her friend Reverend B. Bury Collins of Bath, Sally gave 
some evidence of her state of mind, especially in regard to the life of the Spirit. 
"When I look up to the Allmighty [sic] as the best of Fathers, the tenderest of 
Friends-the dying Saviour; When I recall my vows, my encouragements, and 
my transgressions, the bitterness of the review overwhelms me." In the same let
ter she writes, "It is not the terrors of the Law, but the comforts of the Gospel 
which fill me with remorse. What Love have I slighted, what Blessings have I 
trampled on, what privileges neglected!"37 She asks Reverend C01lins ifhe might 
act as spiritual guide through this struggle of her mature years. 

Sally lived with her brother Charles until her death on a visit to Bristol in 
1828. 

35Methodist Magazine, 1925, pp. 141-2, as quoted in Sayings and Portraits of Charles Wesley: 
with Family Portraits, Historic Scenes, and Additional Portraits of John Wesley; John Telford, 
Compiler and Editor (London: The Epworth Press, 1927), 255. 

36Clarke, 10. 

37Letter to Rev. B. Bury Collins from S. Wesley. Clifton, Bristol, May 19, 1793. published in 
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"MoD tres cher Ami" 

Peter S. Forsaith 

It is fifty years since Frank Baker produced his Charles Wesley as Revealed 
by His Letters, I in which John Fletcher receives but two mentions-and the cor
respondence between them is not even cited. Yet it is clear from the sizable 
archive of letters surviving that there was a constant exchange of letters between 
them for nearly three decades-from 1757 to Fletcher's early death in 1785. 

In this article we shall consider Fletcher's letters to Charles Wesley between 
1758 and 1765, focus on some themes from those letters, and I shall make some 
observations about the relationship between them and the influence Charles had 
on Fletcher. My prime purpose is to give a flavor of these writings, for they 
reveal a very different Fletcher from the austere ascetic of legend and a tender 
relationship between Methodism's poet and its saint. 

by way of introduction, some facts and figures, for the archive of 
Fletcher-Charles Wesley letters presents some interesting features to the 
researcher. 

• In manuscript, 86 letters survive from Fletcher (most 	in Methodist Archives, 
Manchester): in the other direction, to my knowledge only one survives before 
1776, when Fletcher's health collapsed, and he left Madeley. Later he writes to 
Lady Huntingdon: 

My Lady 
Before I left Madeley, as I was not sure of returning there again, and was obliged 
to put my keys into the hands I thought it advisable to destroy my 
loose papers; among them were a variety of letters from my friends, and as my 

NOTE: In these references I have used Prof. Patrick Streiff's system of abbreviation. Thus: 

O-original A---copy 
f-French e-English 
location: I Cliff College 

2 Methodist Archives, John Rylands Library, Manchester 
3 Methodist Church (Overseas Division) [now at S.o.A.S., 

University of London} 
4 John Wesley's Chapel, the "New Room," Bristol 
5 Shropshire County Archives, Shrewsbury 
6 Wesley's Chapel, London 
7 Westminster College (The Cheshunt Foundation), 

Cambridge 
8 William Perkins Library, Duke University, Durham, N.C. 
9 Robert W. Woodruff Library, Emory University, Atlanta, 

Georgia 
to which I add: 

10 Wesley College, Bristol 
II Methodist Archives and History Center, Drew Univer

sity, N.J. 

IFrank Baker, Charles Wesley as Revealed by His Letters Epworth 1948 (rev. ed. CWS 1995). 
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weak state ofhealth and the short time I had to prepare for my journey, did not per
mit me to sort them; Yours, My Lady, shared the common fate. 2 

Hence the one-sided nature of the archive-we have to assume that Charles's also 
"shared the common fate." 

• Charles Wesley evidently qocketed his letters systematically as he received them; 
most are also numbered sdquentially in a later hand (Sally's?)-but this presents 
another difficulty. There is (with one exception) a complete gap between letters 
40 (October 1765) and 41 (August 1770). The gap in the archive was probably 
not a gap in the correspondence, and the loss of these letters probably happened 
fairly early. 

• Charles Wesley also occasionally annotated the letters in shorthand. 
• A further feature is that, especially after about 1763, there is a marked non-cor

relation between published letters and those surviving in MSS. In examining the 
correspondence, I shall concentrate on unpublished material. 

• But the real enigma is that from August 1758 until the end of 1770, the corre
spondence, certainly on Fletcher's side, was in French. The letters have never 
been published, and rarely quoted, as they were originally written. The transla
tions have often been poor, and excessively edited. 

Why they corresponded in French is not known: the two tenable theories are 
(I) for reasons of secrecy, or (2) to "brush up" their French. There is little evi
dence for either, although in a letter of August 1761, Fletcher quotes to Charles 
Wesley in French from a letter John Wesley has written him (presumably in 
English): 

Votre frere ma fait la grace de m'ecrire dernierement l'extrait de sa lettre est: 
"Vous n'etes pas propre a etre seul, vousferes et recevrez plus de bien parmi nous, 
venez et si vous ne voulez pas etre mon egal je serai au deJsous de vous" & C 

This is somewhat sensitive material, which would support the "secrecy" theory. 
My opinion is that in the late 1750s Fletcher was ministering with Charles 

Wesley to French-speaking congregations in London, and they decided that it 
would be a good practice to write regularly in French. 

To complicate matters, the French is not always what one would expect from 
a native French speaker, given Fletcher's Swiss origin. By the time of these let
ters he had become, however, a naturalized English citizen. The vagaries of 
spelling, punctuation, and handwriting hinder the researcher's progress, and may 
well puzzle the reader of this article. Here quotations from Fletcher are repro
duced as exactly as possible-even down to his apparent inability to spell 
"Madeley" correctly at one point. Much may be put down to the haste in which 

2John Fletcher to the Countess of Huntingdon (Hereafter cited as "JF-CofH") May 28, 1777 
(Cheshunt Archives). 

3John Fletcher to Charles Wesley (Hereafter cited as "JF-CW") August 19, 1761 [Of2: Fl. vol. 
14] "Your brother has done me the goodness to write to me at last, the extract from his letter is }(JU 

are not fit to be alone, you will do and receive much better among us, come and if you do not want to 
be my equal J will be below you. 
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he appears to have written the letters, but it is difficult to account entirely for the 
chaotic use of language in a person clearly so well-read and articulate. A fuller 
discussion of this must await another oppportunity. 

Although the correspondence starts in 1757, with a letter which Frank Baker 
has addressed,4 we start in August 1758, when Fletcher wrote his first known let
ter in French to Charles: 

Mon cher Monsieur 

Already they are corresponding in French; already Fletcher is conscious of his 
perceived spiritual shortcomings ( ... j'emp/oie avec Marthe presque tous les 
moments que je devois pafter avec Marie . ..). He "signs off' Puifse l'amour de 
Jesus remplir toute la capacite de votre ame5 

But four months later, Boxing Day, it is in English again, as Fletcher asks 
Charles Wesley's advice about an offer of a parish. Already his heart is set on 
Madeley. 

The following June, it is to Mon cher Frere, ou plutot Mon cher Pere;6 then 
the correspondence starts in earnest. In the next six and a half years (March 22, 
1759-0ctober 8, 1765) there are forty-seven letters-at least one every two 
months on average. This period covers 

• Fletcher's agonizing over his vocation and employment 
• Early years in Madeley 


settling into a parish ministry 

encountering opposition 

experiencing some success 

ministry further afield 


• the Maxfield-Bell episode. 

Fletcher in 1759 was considering his future very seriously. His time as tutor 
to the Hills was at an end, but his next step was unclear. Charles Wesley made a 
proposition for him to occupy himself over the winter of 1759-60, possibly spir
itual exercises or perhaps ministry in London, even suggesting un salaire
Quelle idee monstrueux! His parents wrote asking him to return to 
Switzerland ... Que Repondre? ... ubi Christian; fbi patria ... mais ... une 
Mere est longtems mere. (At the close of that letter he wrote j'attens une reponse 
en Franfo;s.)7 

4Proceedings of the Wesley Historical Society 33(1961), 25ff. (Hereafter cited as "PWHS. ") 
'August 16, 1758 [Of4 New Room] "My dear Sir ... I spend with Martha nearly all the time I 

should spend with Mary .... Let the love of Jesus completely fill all of your soul." 
6JF-CW June 1, 1759 [0f2: Fl. vol. 82] "My dear Brother, or rather, My dear Father." 
1JF-CW September 4, 1759 [0f2: Fl. vol. 4] "a salary-what a monstrous idea .. ," "How should 

I respond? ... where there are Christians, there is my country ... but ... a Mother is mother for a 
long time." "I await a reply in French." 
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His next includes a hymn in French-possibly Charles Wesley had been 
encouraging him to try his hand at verse. After 9 verses La Suite une autre fois
but we know of no more.8 

Unusually for the eighteenth century, Fletcher kept no journal and eschewed 
any writing which might be interpreted as personal aggrandizement; we depend 
on his surviving letters as the only reliable source for his life. 

He considered Lady Huntingdon's offer to tutor Ie Jeune Inham, as late as mid
September 1760, but constantly in the background is the thought of Madeley
then on September 26, 1760, he transcribes to Charles Wesley part of the letter he 
has just written to the Countess (in English): he has been offered Madeley parish. 

Cependant je suis interieunnt. en suspens, mon cceur recule a l'idee detre ici seuf 
oppose par mes superieurs hai" par mes voisins & meprise de tout Ie monde: sans 
grace, sans talens, sans resolution pourai je resister aux attaques . ... 9 

Formal English translations hardly convey the vitality of the writing. What is 
clear is that Fletcher was already confiding to Charles some of his deepest con
cerns, and this continued into the years ahead. 

Six months later, for instance, Vous me demandez les particularites des epreuves donI 
je vous ai fait mention dans rna demiere IU and goes on to describe in detail an intense 
nocturnal spiritual experience. Then he writes of rna nouvelle converte orders some 
books, and omits his normal greetings Le meftager mattend et Ie papier me manque. 

The next letter starts on more mundane matters: 

Reponse avos questions. 
J Je mange de fa viande 4 ou 5 fois si mes dents Ie pennettent 
2 Je mange a mon souper du pain & du beurre, ou du miel 
3 Je suis toujours Ie meme ou plutot mieux. 
4 Je bois de la biere. 
5 Je paie Ie boucher chaque jour que j'achette de fa viande 
6 Je tiens mes contes aftes exactement. 
7 Je n'ai pas encore examine queUe sera ma depense aiant en plusieurs depenses 

accidentelles qui j'espere ne reviendront plus. rai achete un cheval. II 

8JF-CW October 24, 1759 [0£1: Fl. vol. 7] "The rest another time." 
9JF-CW September 26, 1760 [Of] "Nevertheless I am inwardly in suspense, my heart recoils at 

the idea of being here alone, opposed by my seniors, hated by my neighbors, and mistaken by all the 
world: without grace, without talents, without resolve to enable me to resist attack." 

IOJF-CW March 10, 1761 [0£1: Fl. vol. 10) "You ask me for details ofthe trials of which I made 
mention to you in my last ..." "my new convert ..." "the postman is waiting and the paper is run
ningout." 

"JF-CW April 27, 1761 ([0£1: Fl. vol. 13) "Reply to your questions. 

I I eat meat 4 or 5 times if my teeth allow it 
2 I eat for my supper bread and butter, or honey 
3 I am always the same or rather better. 
4 I drink beer. 
5 I pay the butcher each day I buy meat 
6 I keep my accounts sufficiently precise. 
7 I have not looked again at what my outgoings will be, having had many unforeseen expenses 

which I hope will not recur. I have 
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Then Fletcher relates progress in the parish; preaching on Sunday evenings, a 
couple of small Societies-and so it continues through those early years in 
Madeley as his ministry developed and he encountered both encouragement and 
opposition. 

Occasionally it is relieved by personal news: 

October 12, 1761-Vous avez un Eleve! cela m'a surpris, mais ma surprise a cesse 
quandj'ai lu Son nom: & cependantje doute si Mastr L---n me pouvoit reconcilier 
avec l'idee que j'ai du preceptorat et des inquietudes qui l'accompagnent: 12 

The following May: 

}'ai refu votre lettre & la triste nouvelle de la mort de "'(MjiI:J.eNk Suky: que vous 
dirai-je sur Ie sujet? vous connoiftez trop bien Ie monde dangereux du quel Ie 
Seigneur la rappelle, pour lui envier long terns Ie bonheur precoe au quel it l'a 
introduite: Nous sommes toujours dans la vatee des larmes & des miseres, et Dieu 
aijSuie toutes [annes de ses yeux efiuions les notres aufii bien que nous pouvons, 
& hatons nous de marcher sur ses traces; J'espere que la fatigue & la douleur 
n 'abbatront pas tout afait votre epouse, Saluez la de ma part & dites lui que je 
voudrois de tout mon coeur porter une partie de son fardau: 13 

The same month he also faced prosecution for his Societies: Nos troubles ont 
augmente depuis ma derniere. The Lord ofthe Mannor dit toujours qu 'it me fera 
pull my gown over my ears. Mon plus grand enemi apres lui, est un 
Ecclesiastique qui demeure dans Madeley Wood. 14 This is not untypical of 
Fletcher's occasional mixing of French and English. 

One recurring feature of the letters is Charles's repeated intention to visit 
Madeley. In June 1762, Fletcher writes 

Vous m'avez promis une visite et quand je Suis dispose a la recevoir vous la 
refusez; j'ai ete tente de juger que vos offres etioent des epreuves, et que vous ne 
parliez de me venir voir que pour decouvrir sf la crainte servile dont vous m'ac
cusates I'EM demierdomine encore dans mon cceur. Quoi qu'it en soit si vous alez 
a Londre avec toute votre famille vous avec une raison pour ne pas venir a 
Madeley immediatemenl, mais souvenez vous que je ne vous degage point de volre 

12JF-CW October 12, 1761 ([Of2: FI. vol. 84) "You have a Pupil! That surprised me, but my sur
prise ceased when I read his name, and yet I doubt whether Master L--n will be able to reconcile me 
to the notion. have of tutoring and the misgivings which go with it." 

I3JF-CW May 16, 1762 [Of2: A. vol. 16) ". have received your letter and the sad news of my 
god-daughter's Suky's death: what can • say to you about it? you know very well the dangerous world 
from which the Lord has recalled her to long be jealous for her of that early joy into which he has 
taken her: We are always in the valley of tears and misery, and God has wiped away every tear from 
our eyes[;] wipe away ours as we are able and hasten to walk in his tracks. I hope that the weariness 
and the sadness does not altogether beat down your wife, Greet her from me and tell her that I would 
want with my herut to carry a part of her burden." 

14Ibid.: "Our troubles are enlarged since my last ... the Lord of the Manor constantly says that 
he will make me pull my gown over my ears. My greatest opponent after him is a Clergyman who 
lives in Madeley Wood." 
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promesse, et que Fen attens l'accomplissement tIi' des que la providence vous 
ouvira lavoie. ls 

Neither was Charles Wesley the world's best correspondent: 

Mon cher Monsieur 
Il y a 2 mois que Fattens avec impatience de vos nouvelles-mais en vain. ires 

vous en vie-paralitique-gouteux-parefteux-ou si occupe que vous n'avez pas 
de temps d'ecrire une ligne avos amis a Madeley-? Si vous navez pas Ie tems de 
leur ecrire une ligne, ecrivez leur un mot Valeo-ou bien-lEgroto, Dieu veuille 
que ce soit Ie premier!16 

August 22, 1762: Je vous prie de me donner un detail de fEtat de votre Sante, 
& de ceLui de fEglise M--te. Que dites vous de M--d's Scheme . ... Ne trouvez
vous pas quelques vrais temoins (en apparance) parmi La JouLe des 300? Que 
dites vous de Bell? Est-il reJorme ?17 Charles Wesley had been seriously ill, and 
the Maxfield-Bell situation (to which we shall return later) was at crisis point. At 
this point Fletcher was possibly considering marriage to a widow, and the rumor 
has got about: he was evidently feeling out of touch with the world: Je vous reit
ere ma promesse de ne me pas marier sans votre avis et de ne pas quitter Madeley 
sans vous consuLter. Qui vous a mis dans La tete ces souprons? Il est certain que 
depuis quelques mois rai de tems en tems des scrupuLes. 18 

Sometimes domestic matters occupied Fletcher. His predecessor had recom
mended a servant, mais elle est depensiere badine & spirituellement Morte. So 
he employed Mrs. Sarah Wood whom he had known in London qui me paroit 
avoit La tranquilite Ie Serieuse La prudence et La fide lite que je souhaiterois dans 
une domestique: 19 However, two years on came a crisis: 

Void l'abrege de notre conversation-Sarah Comment-vous portez vous ce 
matin-Reponse, I will not answer you, I wish you was never to speak to me, I wish 

15JF-CW June 8, 1762 [Of2: Fl. vol. 17] "You have promised me a visit and when 1 am ready to 
receive you you tum it down; I am tempted to consider that your offers are tests, and that you only 
speak of coming to see me to discover whether the abject fear of which you accused me last summer 
still rules mv heart. Be that as it may if you go to London with all your family you have a reason not 

remember that you can never break your promise and that I 
Providence led you to vow." 

16JF-CW June 21, 1763 [Of2: Fl. vol. 28) "For 2 months 1 have waited impatiently for your 
news-but in vain. Are you alive-paralyzed-gouty-idle-or so busy that you don't have time to 
write a line to your friends at Madeley-? If you do not have the time to write them a line, write them 
one word-healthy-or else-sick. God willing it is the first!" 

I7JF-CW August 22, 1762 [0f2: Fl. vol. 85) ". pray you to give me a detail of the state of your 
health, and of that of the M(ethodis)t Church. What do you say of M(axfiel)d's scheme .... Don't 
you find some true witnesses (in appearance) among the mass of 300. What do you say of Bell? Has 
he reformedT 

18lbid.: "I reiterate my promise to you not to marry without your advice and not to leave Madeley 
without consulting you. Who has put these suspicions into your head? Certainly during several 
months I have from time (0 time had scruples." 

19JF-CW September 26, 1760 [op. cit. 9) "she is a slapdash housekeeper and spiritually 
"who seems to me to have the peace, seriousness, wisdom, and commitment. would 
vant." 
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I never saw you, 1 wish I was a hundred mile off: Question-Qu'estce qui vous 
rend de si mauvaise humeur You-Yourself-you do everything you can to mortify 
me-Tout ce que je peux! Et qu' ai-je fait? Last Sunday you asked Ketty to read a 
verse (the milkmaid who begins to Spell) and you ask'd me not. And yesterday 
when I read a chapt: you could not bear it, it was like poison to you: You inter
rupted me &c. II est vrai que je vous arretai une fois pour faire une observation 
que je croiois edifiante pour vous & pour moi &c. mais non pour vous mortifier. 
Apres quelques accusations encore moins terribles plus triviales que ces deux, je 
lui ai dit-Si vous ne pouvez ni vivre en paix ni me laifter vivre en paix, if faut que 
nous nous quittions etje vous reitere l'offre queje vousfis if y a 18 mois, de payer 
les frais de votre retour a Londre & de vous continuer vos gages jusqua ce que 
vous ayez retrouve des pratiques. . .. Je crois que je suis ne pour etre Ie jouet des 
caprices du sexe . ...20 

With that letter Fletcher enclosed payment pour trois livres d'hymnes and ends 
Saluez votre Chere Epouse & benifsez Dieu de n'etre pas tombe entre les mains 
d'une Sarah telle que la mienne. 21 Fletcher rarely finishes a letter without greet
ings to votre Chere Epouse and to la petite lamille, or in this case J'espere que 
mafileuille est de l'humeur de sa mere et que Charles vous donne du contentemt. 
Fletcher's relationship was with the whole family (and of course Sarah was his 
contemporary): he was godfather to young Sally. 

The letters in the years from 1763 to 1765 (generally unpublished) are char
acterized by growing confidence in Fletcher's personality and ministry, and con
tinue as a mixture of spiritual reflection, commentary on the parish. on 
Methodism, and the little details of life. 

On November 30, 1762-Parmi les livres qui composent ma Biblioteque les 
(J!uvres du Pere Guillore un Jesuite. Je suis ettone d'y trouver tant de bonnes 
coses . ...22 

July 26, 1763-Trials and blessings: Sarah Wood again who said to me to the last 
she had rather starve than to be beholden to me, est cependant revenue aLondre 
et a demande L'argent aMr. Buhet sur mon conte . .. Donnez nous de vos cheres 
nouvelles et souvenez vous de nous dans vos prieres . ...23 

2°JF-CW September 4, 1762 [Of2: Fl. vol. 18) "Here is a precis of our conversation-Sarah, how 
are you this morning I What has put you into such a bad temper I Everything I can! And what have I 
done? lit is true that 1 stopped you once to make an observation which I believed edifying for you 
and for me but not to humiliate you. After several such similarly trivial accusations I said to her-If 
you are not able to live in peace nor to allow me to live in peace, we need to part and I repeat the offer 
( made 18 months ago to pay the cost of your return to London and to continue your wages until you 
are able to recover your custom. ,I think that I am unable to play the games of whims of that sex," 

21/bid.: "your three books of hymns"; "Salute your dear Wife and bless God you are not fallen 
into the hands of a Sarah like mine, .." "( hope that my god-daughter has her mother's temperament 
and that Charles brings you contentment." 

22JF-CW November 3D, 1762 [Of2: FI. vol. 21] 'i\mongst the books which make up my Library 
[are] the works of Father Guillore a Jesuit. (am surprised to find in them so many good things." 

23JF-CW July 26, 1763 [Of2: F1, vol. 22] ", , . is meanwhile returned to London and demanding 
money from Mr. Buhet on my account. , " Give us your dear news and remember us in your prayers." 
(Was Mr. Buhet his banker?) 

http:mienne.21
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June 3, 1764-J'aifait visiteauxministres des Paroissesouj'ai ere~exhorter, 
Deux m'ont reru civilemt. & Ie 3e n'etoit pas au Logis. . .. La Paroisse 
d'Wombridge ouje suis Ie plus Sou vent, est ce qu'on appelle a lawless place, inde
pend ante de nos Eveques Anglois & sous lajurisdiction d'un Eveque Irlandois . ... 

Que penses vous de la Justice imputee dans Ie sens de Mr. Whitefield & 
Harvey. . .. Je voudrois embrasser I'Antinomianisme Evangelique sans nourrir 
I'Antinomianisme diabolique. Ouvres mol votre C(Eur sur cet Article.24 

August 22, 1764-He is pleading that he can't respond to Charles Wesley's invita
tion contenue dans votre derniere-presumably to visit him-the pressures of min
istry (les publiques Burials, Xtnings) preclude this. However, he does report that 
Tout allache que je suis a Alatkle, Shropshire dimanche derniere j'en fus absent 
pour la premiere fois Ie dimanche and preached for Mr. Stillingfteet at West 
Bromwich-a round trip in the day of 55 miles et je me trouvai aussi frais que 
quand je partis Ie matin. 

Mon principal but en allant a W. Bromwich etoit d'engager Mr. Stillingfieet a 
entrer dans I' union dont votre frere a fonne Ie plan. Mais, dit ii, "there is nothing 
in it" Je Ie trouvai fort aigre par la demarche de votre frere qui a achete de 
Wheatley Ie tabernacle qu'i/ avoit bat y dans la Paroisse de Mr. Stillingfieet. 25 

Criticism of "votre frere" also recurs in these letters. 

Mr. Mather me dit Dimanche dernier qu'll avoit ere invite d'aller 10 the Coal Pit 
Bank . .. je la refusal sous pretexte que Mr. Hatton & Mol somme plus ameme 
prendre soin de cet endroit que lui vii qu'iI est entre nos deux paroisses. . .. Votre 
frere ne me dit den sur l'article d'introduire ses predicateurs dans la voisinage et 
je n'eus garde de remuer La cendre. On a ete pLus tranquille plus reconcilie sur 
son apparance a Madeley (John Wesley had-at last-visited the previous month) 
que je ne l'aurois cru. Il n'y a qu'un de nos Church-wardens qui menace beau
coup ouverlement. 26 

24JF-CW June 3, 1764 [Ot'2: Fl. vol. 102] "( have visited the ministers of the Parishes where I 
have exhorted, Two received me civilly and the 3rd was not at home .... The Parish of Womb ridge 
where I am most often is what one calls a lawless place, independent of our English Bishops and 
under the jurisdiction of an Irish Bishop .... 

"What do you think of imputed righteousness in Mr. Whitefield and Harvey's sense. . .. I would 
want to embrace Evangelical Antinomianism without fostering devilish Antinomianism. Open your 
heart to me on that Article." 

25JF-CW August 22, 1764 [Ot'2: Fl. vol 86] 'J\s attached as I am to Madeley Shropshire last 
Sunday I went absent for the first time on a Sunday ..." "and ( found myself as fresh as when I left 
in the morning ..." "my principal target in going to West Bromwich was to enlist Mr. Stillingfleet to 
join the union of which your brother has formed the plan. 'But,' said he 'there is nothing in it' I found 
him greatly soured by your brother's move who hac; bought from Wheatley the tabernacle which he 
built in Mr. StilIingfleet's Parish." 

26JF-CW August 22, 1764 [ibid.] "Mr. Mather told me last Sunday that he has been invited to go 
to the Coal Pit Bank. . .. I refused [the request] on pretext that Mr. Hatton and myself are both sim
ilarly taking care of that place which he has seen is between our two parishes. . .. Your brother said 
nothing about this item of introducing preachers into the neighborhood and I took good care not to 
stir the ash. All was peace and harmony at his appearance at Madeley which I would not have 
believed. Not one of our Church-wardens threatened him openly." 
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He reports another visitor in his next letter (January 31, 1765)-Howell 
Harris: Je suppose que Son dessein etoit de m'engager a aller a Treveca pour 
etre quelque chose, Maitre, ou Soumaitre dans le nouveau College. Je lui dis que 
comme j'etois sur que la providence m'avoit place iei, je n'osois pas quitte mon 
Porte sans un Ordre particulier et bien marque de mon divin Maitre . ... 27 

That April he again has hopes of Charles visiting depuis milieu d'Avril 
jusquau 6e. de may. His preaching at the Coal-Pit Bank came to a climax on 
Easter Day: 

Le Jour de Paque apres avoir servi mon Eglisej'alla[isJ to the Coal-Pit-Bank env
iron 5 miles mesures de Madeley, l'Endroit ou j'ai exhorte les dimanches Soir 
depuis quelques mois, & la je sacrijicai Ie demier lambeau de ma reputation, la 
maison etant plaine & Ie nombre des Auditeurs etant plus grand dehors que dedans 
je prechai sub dio, pour la premiere fois. Our timorous people think all is over 
now, & I shall surely be turned out ofmy Living: Pour ce qui me regarde je suis 
tranquil et j'attens I' Evenement sans inquietude. 28 

After a couple of other matters he closes the letter: Apportez a Set of your 
Mrs. Power, not the Scriptural ones, she hath them. 29 

At the end of that month, he is stilI awaiting Charles's visit (les chemin seront 
secs & passables). He has been to Worcester for une petite conference. He had 
gathered a small group of Evangelical clergy together from the West Midlands 
area, perhaps in response to John Wesley's circular letter. (I have treated this mat
ter elsewhere.30) At this first meeting Nous passames notre temps a faire des 
regles;\l-plus ~a change! 

A French lady (une Dame Franroise) in London knows a Gennan Baron qu'it 
a fait rimprimer une grande quantite de votre discours sur la Regeneration, & 
qu'Ule veut fair tradu;r en Allemand. . .. Fletcher wants pennission to send him 
also votre Sermon Reveille to; tol qui dors.32 

He also gives Charles Wesleyan account of his demarche que j'aifaite at the 
Coal Pit Banck: he and the minister of the next parish, Mr. Hatton, had built up 
separate groups of converts in this "no man's land" between their parishes. 

27JF-CW January 31, 1765 [0t2: Fl. vol. 24] ") suppose that his plan wa'i to engage me to go to 
Trevecca for something, Ma'iter or Assistant master in the new College. I said to him that as ) was 
sure that providence had placed me here, ) dare not desert my post without a specific and unmistak
able order from my divine Master ...." 

2gJF-CW April 12, 1765 (012: FI. vol. 25) "from the middle of April until 6th May ...." "On 
Easter Day after having served my Church) went to the Coal-Pit-Bank about 5 miles distance from 
Madeley, the place where ) had exhorted on Sunday evenings over several months, & there) sacri
Iked the last remnant of my reputation, the house was full and the number of hearers was larger out
side than in. . .. As far as I am concerned I am at peace and I await the event without anxiety." 

291bid. 
3°Wesley Historical (West Midlands Branch) Silver Jubilee Miscellany 1990. 
3IJF-CW April 29, 1765 Fl. vol. 26] "the roads are dry and passable. . .. We spent our 

time making the rules." 
321bid.: "who has reprinted a quantity of your discourse on Regeneration, and which he 

wants to translate into German ..." sermon Awake Thou that Sleepest." 
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Quand les jours sont devenues grands-Mr. Hatton a cesse de venir sa congrega
tion s'est done jointe a la mienne & Ie jour amenant beaucoup de nouveaux audi
teurs-II eloit presque impossible de respirer dans la maison Le Jour de Paque elle 
eroit pleine & comme if y avoit 3 fois plus de monde au dehors que dedans, Us me 
prierent d'exhorter devant la maison, ce que je fis & ce que j'a; continue de faire 
depuis ce jour la. Je laisse Ie consequences au Seigneur. 33 

May 10, 1765: Still no Charles Wesley visit-ll est heureux que j'aie appris ane 
conter sur rien, autrement j'aurois fort meconte al'Egard de La visite que j'at
tendois de vous.34 But Charles Wesley might see him in London first (this letter 
is addressed to The Foundery, but redirected to Bristol). 

II se pourra que je vous aille voit moi meme a Londre car l'on parle beaucoup de 
m'expulser de Madeley pour fH' avoir precM en plain air. Je suis tranquile cepen
dant, 

Dimanche demier Mr. Irelandfut iei & m'accompagna to my field preaching: 
I' expression franr;oise parmi nos freres protestants de Languedoc, est precher au 
desert. 35 

August 8th: Mon cher Ami-Fattens en vain de vos nouvelles de Londre ou de 
Bristol, car pendant long tJms je n'ai pas sur oil vous eries. On me dit que vous 
etes a Londre a present, & Ie vous ecris pour vous rappeller votre promefse de 
prendre Madeley pour un de vos qeres quand vous retoumeres a Bristol. C'est le 
Mois d'Aoust; et c'est afsez pour vous, Cependant si vous n'oubliez pas votre 
promefses. 36 

Maxfield's stay in Madeley has released Fletcher to spend four Sundays 
preaching around the Black Country: 

Le lr. Dans l'Eglise de Darlaston-Ie 2d. dans 2 Eglises de Staffordshire. ou plu
tot dans Ie Cimetiere de la demiere: ou je me hazardai de suivre votre coutume, Ie 
Clerk nous m'ayant refuse l'entree de I'Eglise de meme qu'a environ 16 cents 
auditeurs. Le 3m. Dimanche Jetois invite a precher a Tipton pres de Wednefsbury 
mais le Recteur envoia ordre au suffra gant de ne pas m'admettre dans sa chaise. 

JJJbid.: "When the days became long Mr. Hatton ceased to go to his congregation, which has 
joined with mine and the following day had many new hearers-It was almost impossible to breathe 
in the house. On Easter Day it was full and as there were 3 times more outside than in, they pressed 
me to exhort in front of the house, which I did and which r have continued to do since then. I leave 
the consequences to the Lord." 

34JF-CW May 10, 1765 [0f2: FI. vol. 27] "It's good I have learned not to count on anything, oth
erwise I would have been greatly displeased in respect of your visit which I await." 

35Jbid.: "It may be that you will have seen me in London because people are talking much about 
my being expelled from Madeley for preaching in the open air. I am however calm .... 

"Last Sunday Mr. Ireland came here and accompanied me to my field-preaching: the French 
expression among our Protestant brothers in the Languedoc, is to preach in the wilderness." 

36JF-CW August 8, 1765 (0f2: Fl. vol. 29) "My dear Friend, 1wait in vain for your news from 
London or Bristol, as for a long time I have not been sure where you are. I have been told that 
are in London at the moment and I will write to you there to remind you of your promise to 
MadeJey in one of your routes when you return to Bristol. It's the month ofAugust, and that's enough 
for you if you haven't forgotten your promises." 
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Mr. Stillingfleet oj Westbromwich m'offrit son eglise et jy prechai Ie matin-je 
devois Ie Jaire Ie Soir, mais je Jus empeche par un des Churchwardens, qui deman
doit ma license. 31 

23 September 1765

Mon tres cher Ami 
M'avez vous dont oublie! Je ne peux pas me resoudre aIe croire: j'aime mieux 

n'imaginer que mes lettres son! perdues, ou que vous etes malade, ou si plonge 
dans d'importantes affaires que vous n 'avez pas pu me repondre encore. 38 

The final letter in this series is dated October 8, 1765; Fletcher has received a 
letter from a Mr. Osgood about a school (run by a Mr. Croft?) for young Charles. 
Mais je vous conseillerois de venir vous meme sur les lieux avant que de rien 
determiner, pour votre fils. 39 

The Minutes of 1765 record that Alexander Mather was stationed in a "Salop" 
circuit, which Fletcher reports to Charles: 

Mr. Mather predicateur de Chester-round vient dans peu de jours precher a 
Wellington a 2 mULes de IEndroit ouje preche les dimanches.40 

This may have been a result of John Wesley's alarm at Maxfield's presence in 
Madeley; and this gives us the opportunity to look at Fletcher's relationship with 
Maxfield. The point must be made that Fletcher felt sufficiently free to be quite 
open with Charles about his continuing correspondence and friendship with 
Maxfield, which would undoubtedly have attracted brother John's disapproval. 

In August 1762 John Wesley had hurried to return to London to deal with the 
MaxfieldlBell crisis:41 Fletcher had expected him to call to preach at Shrewsbury, 
and asks Charles Wesley about the true state of affairs.42 Fletcher makes his posi
tion on Maxfield clear a month later: 

Je ne corresponds avec personne regulienn-t qu'avec vous-Votre Jrere & M--d, 
Lady H --n et ma mere ont de mol une lettre en 6 mols. Si Max-d est La personne je 

37Ibid.: "The I st in the church at Darlaston, the 2nd in 2 churches in Staffordshire. or rather in 
the churchyard of the latter: where I attempted to follow your custom. the Clerk having refused me 
entry to the Church. likewise around 1600 hearers. The 3rd Sunday I was invited to preach at Tipton 
near Wednesbury but the Rector sent order to his deputy not to allow me into the chaise. Mr. 
Stillingfleet at West Bromwich offered me his church and I preached there in the morning-I had 
intended to do so in the evening, but I was prevented by one of the Churchwardens. who demanded 
my license." 

38JF-CW September 23. 1765 (0f2: Fl. vol. 30) "My very dear Friend Have you forgotten about 
me! I am not able to work out what to believe: I dearly love to imagine only that my letters are lost. 
or that you are ill, or so plunged into important business that you have not been able to reply to me 
again." 

39JF-CW October 8, 1765 [0f2: Fl. vol. 31] "But I would have counseled you to come yourself 
to the places before determining anything for your son." 

4OJF-CW October 8, 1765 [ibid.] "Mr. Mather Preacher of Chester-round comes in a few days to 
preach at Wellington 2 miles from the place where I preach on Sundays." 

41John Wesley, Journal, August 20-21, 1762 (ed. Curnock 4:525-6). 
42See JF-CW August 22, 1762 [0f2: Fl. vol. 85]. 
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ne peux pas me reconnoitre coupable sans conviction, vu que ma conscience ne me 
convain y pas de lui avoir revelle aucun Secret. Cependant j'aurais soin de prof
iter de lavis fonde ou non it est toujours de saison, je vous ai dit que je ne suis pas 
un homme a parti. je ne suis ni pour ni contre les Temoins sans examens. . . . J'ai 
reru 2 ou 3 lellres de lui depuis que je suts ici et je vous en promets la lecture quand 
vous viendres aMadely.43 

A year later Maxfield (now ejected from the West Street Society) 

propose de me venir voir pour quelques jours ... & dans son court sejour if ne 
pouroit pas semer la division panni mon petit troupeau, qui n'est point du tout 
prepare pour la perfection, & agrand besoin d'eire encourage acroire, 44 

and a year further on 

Mr. Maxfield m 'a fait ecrire ... et je Lui ai ecri que je serai bien aise de la 
recevoir ... c'est un ancien ami qui a ses bonnes qua liles, et doni on peut tirer du 
bien quand il n 'y a pas de rivalite: et ses defauts se corrigeront plus aisement par 
l'amire que par l'eloignement. Au reste s'U vientj'aurai soin d'etre sur mes gar des 
de peur detre prevenu contre votrefrere ou contre lui, media tutissimus ibo.45 

The next year, Maxfield did make his promised visit to Madeley, by now hav
ing Fletcher's fun confidence. He was there two months, and Fletcher was happy 
to leave the parish in his hands: 

Vous Savez que Mr. M-d est ici depuis 6 semaines mais ce que vous ne savez pas 
c'est que sa predication en accompagne de la benediction de Dieu. II a un grand 
nombre d'auditeurs; plusieurs mUliers (a ce que Ion dit) quand if preche parmi les 
mines de Charbon. Personne ne semble faire attention aux defauts de sa maniere 
de s'exprimer: je n 'entends point de plaintes di non des baptistes: tous s'accor
dent a Ie louer comme Ie predicateur Ie plus simple Ie plus evangelique, et La plus 
consolant qu'on ait encor vu dans notre Eglise. Quand vous viendrez vous pour
ris mieux juger des fruits de son ministere. 

Je ne sais quand Mr. M-d nous quillera; comme son ministere est bien reru & 
est beni c'esl mon devoir de La rerinir pour I'amourdes auditeurs, et pour Ie miens, 
aufii longtems qu'il voudra rester. ... 

43JF-CW September 20, 1762 [Of2: FL vol. I] "I correspond with no-one regularly but you
Your brother & M[axfiel]d, Lady H[untingdo]n and my mother have from me a letter in 6 months. If 
Max-d is the person I am unable to acknowledge him gUilty without conviction, seeing that my con
science does not convince me that he has revealed any Secret. Nevertheless I take care to benefit by 
opinion founded or not it is always in season, I have said to you that I am not a party man, I am nei· 
ther for nor against the witnesses without examination.. . I have received 2 or 3 letters from him 
[Maxfield] since I have been here, and I promise that you can read them when you come to Madeley." 

44JF-CW September 16, 1763 [Of2: Fl. vol. 23] "proposes to come to see me for some days ... 
and during his short stay he will not be able to sow division among my little flock, who are not at all 
prepared for perfection & have great need to be encouraged in faith." 

45JF-CW August 22,1764 [Of2: FI. vol. 86] "Mr. Maxfield has written to me ... and I have writ
ten to him that I will be very glad to receive him. . .. he is an old friend who has good qualities, and 
from whom one is able to draw good when there is no rivalry: and his faults will correct themselves 
more easily through friendship than by aloofness. Besides, if he comes I will have a care to be on my 
guard for fear of being biased against your brother or against him media tutissimus ibo." [Lat. "thou 
wilt go safest in the middle," Ovid, Metamorphoses, II, 137.] 
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}'ai perdu IEsperance de voir une reunion pubLique entre votre frere & M-d. 
Ils ne sont pas faits L'un pour lautre. 46 

In late September-

T. M-d m'a quitte apres une visite de deux mois, Sa predication. qui est pLus douce 
que La mienne, a pIli abeaucoup de gens, pLusieurs ont eM consoles et encourages. 
Cependant je n'ai pas trouve Le fruit que j'esperois. J'ai ecri avotre frere que je 
Ie croiois exempt d'Antinomianisme, si sa predication n 'est pas detche & prise par 
pieces; car alors on pouroit l'accuser de faire La voie si large que les impies pau
sant y marcher [?] entrer, & les pourceaux predre les peries, mais if est clair qu'ils 
ne les peuvent & ne les veuLent pas garder. }'ai souhaite qu 'it y eut paix entre vous 
mais je ne sais comment elie poura s'insinuer & remplir Ie grand Chasme: }'en 
desesperois, si je ne savois pas que tout est poftibLes au SeigneurY 

These excerpts speak for themselves: any suspicion Aetcher may have had of 
Maxfield, his doctrine and his motives are dispelled in the face of the love of God, 
and his hope and prayer are that the Wesley brothers will see things in the same 
way. The previous winter he had hoped for reconciliation-

Mr. Ley m' ecrit de Londre que T. M-d parle de reunion, it a assiste votre frere a 
Spittlefields, et ne pius que 50 membres dans sa societe: Qui I'auroit cru?4R 

As Fletcher had made clear, je ne suis pas un homme a parti;49 always he 
would see the love of God evident in the lives of others, and believe the best of 
them. John Wesley hastened to write his biography of Fletcher against the 
protests of Fletcher's other great friend James Ireland, who asserted "he was too 

46JF-CW August 8, 1765 [Of2: Fl. vol. 29] "You know that Mr. M[axfiel]d is here for 6 weeks 
but what you don't know is that his preaching is accompanied by God's blessing. He has a great num
ber of hearers; many thousands (it is said) when he preached among the Coal mines. People do not 
seem to pay attention to the shortcomings in his manner of expression: I haven't heard any com
plaints, and none from the Baptists; all are agreed to hear him as a very simple very evangelical 
preacher, and the most comforting that has been seen moreover in our Church. When you come you 
will be able to judge best the fruits of his ministry .... 

"I do not know when Mr. M[axfiel]d will leave us; as his ministry is well received and blessed it 
is my intention to keep him here for the love of his hearers, and of mine, for as long as he wants to 
stay.... 

"I have lost hope of seeing a public reunion between your brother & M[axfiel]d. They are not 
made for each other." 

47JF-CW September 23, 1765 (Ot2: Fl. vol. 30) "T. M[axfiel]d has left me after a visit of two 
months. His preaching, which is more gentle than mine, has pleased many people, many are consoled 
and encouraged. Nevertheless I have not found the fruit I had hoped for. I have written to your 
brother that I believe him clear of Antinomianism, ifhis preaching is not removed and taken to pieces, 
because then one is able to accuse him of making a way so wide that the ungodly hesitate to enter it, 
and the pigs pick up the pearls, but it is clear that they are neither able nor willing to respect them. I 
had wished that there was peace between you but I do not know how it would be possible to penetrate 
and fill the great Clulsm: I would despair of it, if' did not know that all things are possible to the 
Lord." 

48JF-CW January 31, 1765 [Of2: Fl. vol. 24] "Mr. Ley has written me from London that T. 
M[axfiel]d speaks of reunion, he Iuls assisted your brother at Spital fields, and has no more than 50 
members in his society. Who would believe it?" 

49JF-CW September 22, 1762 [43] '" am not a party man." 
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great to bear the name of any sect."so Again, I have dealt (though briefly) with 
this elsewhere.51 

Others got to visit Fletcher in Madeley; Charles Wesley never did make it. He 
had plenty to occupy him in Bristol, for apart from the oversight of the Bristol 
Methodists and his role in the national scene he had a young family to attend to. 
Moreover, as Frank Baker has pointed out, this was the very period when 
Charles's poetic muse was at its most prolific-"The amazing high point of his 
productivity was 1762-6 when he wrote no fewer than 6,248 scriptural hymns
an average of 1,250 a year!"52 It would be a bold claim to suggest that his new 
young protege was an inspiration to him in his hymn-writing, but although it can 
hardly be substantiated it is inconceivable that there was no link between the 
development of this lively Christian relationship and Charles's creative life. 

I hope I have presented sufficient evidence of how Charles Wesley was closely 
involved with Fletcher's personal and ministerial development in those initial 
years in Madeley which shaped the whole of that apostolic ministry in the "cra
dle of the Industrial Revolution" for which he is famed. Certainly the Fletcher of 
1765 has now a poise and confidence altogether different from the uncertain, hes
itant man who could write: 

Je sens de plus en plus que je ne demeure pas en Xt. ni Christ en moi; et cependant 
je ne le sens pas aJses pour Ie chercher sans interruption, 0 miserable que je suis 
qui me delivera de ce C(Eur d'increduliti? Beni soit Dieu qui m'a promis cette 
delivrance par notre Seigneur. J. C:53 

In 1760 he had defied John Wesley by going to Madeley (but with support 
from Charles and Lady Huntingdon); by 1765 he was able to challenge a major 
issue in Methodism by letting Maxfield loose in the parish. My perception is that 
when Fletcher went to Madeley he at last found hil1)self, or rather he found the 
divine destiny for which le Seigneur had marked him out. 

Our question must be: to what extent was Charles Wesley's advice and 
encouragement responsible for this transformation? Without knowledge of 
Charles Wesley's side of the correspondence, this will always be somewhat con
jectural. However, I think we have enough clues to make some judgments. 

The first is that Fletcher~s correspondence with Charles Wesley was probably 
the most significant influence on him during those years: of his correspondents 
Charles was the only one with whom he enjoyed that level of equality and trust. 
Moreover, Charles was evidently concerned about the whole of Fletcher's wel1

SOQuoted in Tyerman, Wesley sDesignated Successor; 1882. 
!lIArticle P. Forsaith "wesley's Designated Successor," PWHS 42(1979), 69ff. 
52Article F. Baker, "Charles Wesley's Productivity as a Religious Poet," PWHS 47( 1989). 
5JJF-CW March to, 1761 [0£2: Fl. vol. to] "I sense more and more that I do not dwell in Christ, 

nor Christ in me; and yet I do not sense this enough to search without interruption. 0 wretched man 
that I am who will deliver me from this heart of unbelief? Blessed be God who has promised this 
deliverance through our Lord J. c." 
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being-not some detached spiritual existence, but his eating and drinking, paying 
his bills, as well as the more significant matters-thoughts of marriage and of the 
whole measure of his ministry; and Fletcher received that concern very positively. 

But then the question raises itself in my mind: what was Charles's model for 
parish ministry, for this was not a part of his own experience? Undoubtedly he had 
seen many clergy in differing situations, and he had accepted Fletcher's move to 
Madeley. My suggestion-and it is no more than that-is that Charles may have 
based his notions of ministry on the Rector of Epworth. There are indeed parallels 
between the two, which may deserve further exploration-the rural parish based 
on a market town, the use of societies and cottage meetings, effectively resisting 
opposition. Perhaps Charles was conscious of some of his father's shortcomings 
and mistakes, and endeavored to steer Fletcher in the light of that experience. 

Consideration of Charles's influence on Fletcher leads us to look in the other 
direction. One specific area is the menage a trois among Fletcher, John and 
Charles Wesley. With Charles he was familiar, with John formal. One wonders 
to what extent Fletcher's assessment of John, evident in these letters-always 
detached, sometimes almost cynical-affected Charles and, at a time when fam
ily concerns and perhaps the "middle years" of the Revival were distancing the 
brothers, exacerbated the tensions between them. 

These are all fields ripe for development, and as my work on Fletcher's letters 
develops and broadens, I hope it will be possible to advance them further. My 
intention in this article has been to outline areas of significance, give something 
of a taste of the correspondence, and draw some tentative conclusions. 

As a tailpiece, I shall quote one final letter which falls outside this series and 
from which I take my title. After his visit to Europe in the summer of 1770, 
Fletcher picked up his pen: 

To 

The Revd. Mr. Charles Wesley 


in Charles Street 

Bristol 


Madeley JOth Aoust 70 

Mon tres cher Ami 
Les eaux de ['Ocean et de la mediterranee n'ont pas eteint mon eteincelle 

d'amour fraternal pour vous, l'ai grande envie de vous voir pour mentretenir avec 
vous sur les mysteres du Roiaume des Cieux et apprendre de vous ce que Ie 
Seigneur fait pour vous et pour les votres. 54 

Here we have the key to it all: mon eteincelle d'amour fraternal pour vous
but it was more than a spark, it was a beacon that blazes across two centuries. 

S4JF-CW August 10, 1770 (Of2: Fl. vol. 33) "The waters of the Ocean and the mediterranean 
have not extinguished my spark of brotherly love for you, I have a great longing to see you to 
share/converse with you on the mysteries of the Kingdom of Heaven and learn from you what the 
Lord is doing for you and yours." 





The Trinity in the Teaching of Charles Wesley 

A Study in Eighteenth-Century Orthodoxy? 


A. M. Allchin 

The question of the "orthodoxy" of Charles Wesley's teaching is of course 
affected by the meaning we ascribe to that many-sided and slippery word. If we 
take it in a modern secular sense to mean the dominant thought-form of the day, 
as we might have said in contemporary England until recently, the Thatcherite 
orthodoxy of the free-market economy, then we should have to say that both 
Charles and John Wesley were, in eighteenth-century terms, highly unorthodox, 
unconventional thinkers. The prevailing orthodoxy of the eighteenth century in 
Britain and throughout western Europe, the dominant tendency both spiritual and 
intellectual, was one which promoted a moralistic, human-centered, Unitarian 
religion. This religion revered Jesus as a good man long since dead, many of 
whose moral teachings were sti1l highly esteemed, but it could have little real 
understanding of the intensely God-centered religion of the Bible and Christian 
tradition. This all-pervasive tendency, the orthodoxy of its time, had a devastat
ing effect on the English Christianity of the eighteenth century. The great major-

of Presbyterian and Independent congregations passed over into Unitarianism 
during this period. Its influence was also considerable in the teaching of the 
Church of England. Many have held that it was only the retention of a fixed 
liturgy of an ineradicably Trinitarian character which preserved the established 
church from going in a similar direction. 

It will, of course, be clear that in this article we are not using the word "ortho
doxy" in this sense. In speaking of the orthodoxy of John and Charles Wesley we 
speak in the first place of the degree to which their teaching stood in the main
stream of the Christian tradition of doctrinal affirmation. How far did they main
tain the tradition of Trinitarian and incarnational faith which was articulated in the 
first five centuries of Christian history, and which was continued largely unaltered 
by the three major streams of the sixteenth-century Reformation, Lutheran, 
Calvinist, and Anglican? It is not, I believe, difficult to show that John and 
Charles were entirely orthodox in this more general sense of the word. Indeed as 
we shall suggest, the anti-incarnational and anti-Trinitarian tendencies of their 
time made them particularly conscious of the vital importance of these structures 
of Christian teaching. They not only maintained the general seventeenth-century 
Anglican pattern of doctrine; they reaffirmed it with particular urgency. 

Is there a sense in which we may speak of them as "Orthodox" in a more spe
cific sense? Here we spell the word with a capital "0" instead of a small one and 
refer directly to the tradition of Eastern Orthodoxy. The direct contacts which the 

This article was delivered as a paper at the meeting of The Charles Wesley Society in Oxford. UK. 
in June 1993. 
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Wesleys had with Orthodoxy in the eighteenth century were very few, though we 
remember John Wesley's appeal in the 1750s to Bishop Erasmus, a man whom he 
believed to be a Greek Orthodox bishop, to ordain men for the Methodist soci
eties. But there can be no doubt that seventeenth-century Anglicanism was 
strongly influenced by the Fathers and by the Eastern Fathers in particular, and 
we know that neither John nor Charles Wesley was impervious to this influence. 
Should we use this Eastern Orthodox perspective as a key to understanding the 
whole Wesleyan synthesis, as Albert Outler suggested? 

There are, I believe, strong arguments in favor of this view though it is far too 
soon to say that the matter is settled. It is an avenue which needs further and 
more detailed exploration. But I am greatly impressed by the way in which a 
scholar like Melvin Dieter sees in Wesleyan theology a dynamic statement not 
only of the doctrines ofTrinity and incarnation but also of the doctrine of theosis. 

A Christ-centered trinitarian pneumatology becomes the heart-beat of Wesley's 
understanding of a believer's relationship with God. . .. For God had implanted 
and nourished within the believer God's own life, a life always on the move from 
grace to grace, stamped with the Spirit's seal of divine integrity at every point, yet 
always reaching out to a richer and deeper experience of God, a scala santa of 
grace, which finally leads to the ultimate perfection, an eternity of love in 
unbounded enlargement upon enlargement of fellowship with the triune God ...."1 

If John Wesley exercises some restraint in using the language of deification, of 
our partaking in the divine nature, Charles Wesley certainly does not. The com
plex knot of doctrines-~rinity, Incarnation, deification-which one finds in the 
teaching of characteristic seventeenth-century Anglican theologians is clearly 
present in the teachings of the Wesleys. 

On the question as to how far seventeenth-century theology was directly 
indebted to the Fathers of the Christian East, a very significant contribution is 
provided by Nicholas Lossky's masterly study, Lancelot Andrewes, the Preacher. 2 

Here is a writer who is deeply rooted in the Orthodox tradition, a choirmaster as 
well as an historian, who has sung many of the vital texts of Byzantine theology 
Sunday by Sunday over the years, and who knows them in his bones as an old
fashioned Wesleyan knew the hymns of Charles Wesley. Here for the first time is 
a detailed analytical study of one of the most influential seventeenth-century 
Anglican theologians as seen from the Christian East. We are left in no doubt 
about Lossky's judgment on Andrewes' theology. He finds it profoundly 
Orthodox, with a large "0" as well as with a small "0." 

One of the crucial points in Lossky's study is his exposition of Andrewes' 
teaching about the person and work of the Holy Spirit, which he finds exception
ally full. I cannot help wondering whether we have here one of the remoter his

'Melvin Dieter, "Wesleyan Theology," in John Wesley, Contemporary Perspectives. ed. John 
Stacey (London: Epworth Press, 1988). 166. 

2Nicholas Lossky, Lance/ot Andrewes. the Preacher (Oxford: Oxford University Press. 1991). 
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torical roots of the twentieth-century Pentecostal movement. Pentecostalism, if I 
understand it aright, grew out of Holiness Methodism, and Holiness Methodism 
grew from the Wesleys' teaching on Christian perfection, and on the role of the 
Holy Spirit in it. The Wesleys' view of the question developed out of the strong 
teaching on the person and the work of the Holy Spirit to be found in character
istic seventeenth-century Anglican theologians. Whether or not the Wesleys were 
directly influenced by LancelotAndrewes is not clear, but that question is to some 
extent secondary. Insofar as Andrewes was one of the founding fathers of seven
teenth-century Anglican theology his teaching would have been mediated to the 
Wesleys through the whole doctrinal ethos of the church in which they grew up, 
not least in the writing of John Pearson, Bishop of Chester, for whom, as we 
know, John Wesley had the highest regard. 

We have spoken earlier of the influence of Arian ideas in the eighteenth-cen
tury English-speaking world. There were those who did their best to counteract 
them. One of the most notable theological replies to this tendency in England 
came in a book published in 1757 by William Jones of Neyland. William Jones 
is one of that small group of men to whom the leaders of the Oxford Movement 
looked back as bridging the gap between the non-juring scholars at the beginning 
of the eighteenth century and themselves in the middle of the nineteenth. 
Newman speaks of his work with admiration in his Apologia. The book which 
William Jones published in 1757 has as its full title, The Catholic Doctrine ofa 
Trinity proved by a hundred short and clear arguments in the terms of the Holy 
Scripture, compared after a manner entirely new and digested under the four fol
lowing titles, (1) The Divinity of Christ, (2) The Divinity of the Holy Ghost, 
(3) The Plurality of Persons, (4) The Trinity in Unity with a few reflections occa
sionally interspersed on some of the Arian writers, particularly Dr. S. Clarke. In 
fact, in its title as well as well as in its substance the book can be seen as a reply 
to Samuel Clarke's famous work called the Scripture Doctrine of the Trinity, 
which was first published in 1712. If one turned to Jones' book supposing to find 
a study of the development of the doctrine of the Trinity in the early Christian 
centuries, one would be disappointed. Development of doctrine was not an idea 
to be found in eighteenth-century English theology. Rather it can be seen as an 
example of the old high-church saying, "The Church to teach, the Bible to prove," 
since it consists of a brief discussion of a great many verses of Scripture both 
from the Old Testament and the New, which Jones uses as proof-texts for the doc
trine of the Trinity. It depends for its power of conviction on a wholly pre-criti
cal and non-historical use of the Scriptures. 

In its own day, Jones' book had great influence. In his preface he makes its 
purpose very clear: 

Arianism is now no longer a pestilence that walketh in darkness, but that brazens 
it out against the sun's light and destroyeth in the noonday. It is a canker which if 
it be encouraged much longer will certainly eat out the vitals of Christianity in this 
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kingdom; and when the faith is gone the church in all probability will soon follow 
after, for if the holy oil is wasted and spilt, the lamp that was made to hold it will 
be of no further use.3 

For William Jones, the doctrine of the Holy Trinity lies at the very heart of 
Christian faith. Without it there can be no saving faith in a God who is active in 
the life and experience of nations and individuals. 

For though it is and must be one God who doth all these things, yet it is the Father, 
the Son, and the Holy Spirit who give us our being, instruct and illuminate us, lead 
us, speak to us, and are present with us; who give authority to the church, raise the 
dead, sanctify the elect, and perform every divine and spiritual action. 

This is the God revealed to us in the Holy Scripture; very different from the 
deity so much talked of in our systematical schemes of natural divinity; which with 
all its wisdom never thought of a Christ or a Holy Spirit, by whom nature now 
fallen and blinded is to be reformed, exalted and saved. The Bible we know to be 
the infallible word of God, the rule of our faith and obedience, I find this doctrine 
revealed in it, therefore I firmly believe and submit to it. And as the Liturgy of the 
Church of England hath affirmed the same in all its offices, and contains nothing 
contradictory thereto, I believe that also; and hope that the true God whom we 
serve will defend it against all attempts towards reforming Christianity out of it; 
that the Church militant here on earth, may continue to agree in this fundamental 
doctrine with the Church triumphant in heaven. For there the angels rest not day 
and night praising the Thrice Holy, Blessed, and Glorious Trinity. They have nei
ther time nor inclination to dispute against that glory which they cannot steadfastly 
behold, and had we a little more humilitv and devotion we should not abound so 
much in disputation.4 

William Jones arri ves here at the point of worship, at the triple cry of the angels, 
"Holy, holy, holy," which he sees as one of the great Trinitarian affirmations of the 
Old and New Testament alike. Unexpectedly, at the end of this paragraph, he 
leads us up above the level of controversy, to the level of doxology and praise, 
where our disputes fall silent before the unapproachable majesty of the Triune 
God. 

William Jones does not often touch on the poetic in his work, but at this 
moment we can see perhaps more why his book had a strong attraction for the 
two greatest hymn-writers of his time. In Wales, William Williams had it on his 
shelves in the farmhouse at Pantycelyn, and his son John translated and pubJished 
it in Welsh. In England Charles Wesley wrote an entire volume of hymns to 
express the teaching it contained. So far as I know, there is only one other occa
sion when Charles Wesley deliberately set himself to base a collection of hymns 
on a particular work of theology; that is, his better-known Hymns on the Lord's 
Supper of 1745, which refers back to the writings of Daniel Brevint. It was 
twenty years later, in 1767, that he published in Bristol this volume of Hymns on 
the Trinity. It consists of two parts, the first directly based on William Jones' 

3William Jones, The Catholic Doctrine ofa Trinity . .. (London, 1757), 50. 

4Jones, 81. 
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work, entitled "Hymns on the Trinity," the second a kind of appendix to it, enti
tled "Hymns and Prayers to the Trinity." 

No one could pretend that these two volumes of hymns contain the greatest of 
Charles Wesley's work, but their almost total neglect is perhaps significant. It is 
an aspect of that general neglect of hymnody which is part of our academic tra
dition as a whole. Neither in departments of theology nor in departments of 
English literature have hymns been thought worthy of serious and sustained 
attention. Donald Davie in his study of The Literature of the English Dissenting 
Interest, 1700-1930, called A Gathered Church,5 has a notable passage of 
polemic where he castigates his fellow literary scholars for their neglect of this 
particular kind of writing. At a time when many literary scholars have fe1t guilty 
about the extent to which classical forms of literature have been the preserve of 
a small and often exclusive elite, when they have sought more popular forms of 
literature to study, one might have expected a tum of interest toward the history 
of the hymn. But this has not been the case. 

That even as we bend our energies more than ever before to the ramifying tradi
tions of the Child ballads, to the recovery and printing of anonymous broadsides 
and street ballads, of threshers' songs and weavers' songs and children's songs to 
the skipping rope (not to speak of barrow-boy poets and Merseyside poets and 
country-rock poets a la Bob Dylan), the attention we pay to a poem like "0 God 
our help in ages past" is precisely what it was fifty years ago--which is to say, no 
attention at all, unless we happen to be either hymnologists or else, (less probably) 
historians of the Nonconformist Churches. The reasons we may find for this
mere bad faith, mere sloth, incurious inertia, are true so far as they go; but there are 
other more specific, historically conditioned reasons-and these may emerge in 
due course. For the moment it seems we must say that if "0 God our help in ages 
past" represents a very ancient kind of poem, that kind is a great deal too ancient 
for our self-applaudingJy "modem" criticism to be able to deal with it.6 

What is said here about the blindness of the literary scholars is surely not alto
gether inapplicable to the theologians and church historians. Whatever the cause 
may be, whether "mere bad faith, mere sloth," or "incurious inertia," it is a fact 
that one element in the practice of public worship in this country which shows a 
continuing and astonishing resilience to the pressures of secularization, popular 
hymn-singing, stm attracts remarkably little attention either from the historians 
of Christian worship or the historians of Christian doctrine. Hymns, as Donald 
Davie says, are "a very ancient kind of poem," a kind of poem deeply rooted in 
the bi"blical tradition, which has attracted some of the greatest Christian thinkers, 
Ephraim the Syrian, John of Damascus, Thomas Aquinas, not to mention more 
recent writers. These are works which seek to articulate and sometimes succeed 
in articulating that sense of the holy which is at the heart of all religion and which 

SDonald Davie. A Gathered Church (New York: Oxford University Press. 1978). 

6Davie.21-22. 
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is quite specifically at the heart of Christian worship in the form of the thrice-holy 
hymn to the life-giving Trinity. 

I have said that the 1767 collection ofCharles Wesley does not contain his best 
material. That is true, but even here at times he is able to amaze us. 

1. 	 While the Army above 

Overwhelm'd by his love 

The Trinity sings, 


With their faces inwrapt in their shadowing wings; 
Holy Father, we cry, 
Holy Son we reply! 
Holy Spirit of grace! 

And extol the Three-One in a rapture of praise! 

2. 	 Many gods we disclaim 

For the Three are the same 

In a manner unknown 


Three Persons Divine inexpressibly One; 
Who all homage demands 
From the work of his hands, 
Re-created to know, 

And resemble his God manifested below.' 

Humanity is joined with the angelic army in the worship of the Triune God. 
This theme comes time and time again in these hymns as it does throughout the 
history of Christian worship and particularly in the wealth of hymnody which 
marks the offices of the Byzantine rite. And this worship which the majesty and 
glory of God demands and draws out from his creatures below, the work of his 
hands, is at once the result and the cause of their re-creation in his image and like
ness, so that they too may share in the manifestation of his glory through the 
whole creation. Trinity and Incarnation go inseparably together, and Incarnation 
implies the incorporation of humanity into the movement of the manifestation of 
the divine love. 

These hymns of adoration are particularly to be found in the second section of 
the 1767 collection. Charles Wesley seems to delight in using less familiar meters 
which seem to dance along in a kind of ecstasy of delight. One would love to 
know what tunes they were originally sung to. 

I. 	 Lord of hosts, we bow before Thee 
God made known, Three in One 

One in Three, adore Thee: 
Far above our comprehending, 

God of grace, Take the praise, 
Never, never ending. 

7Charles Wesley, Hymns on the Trinity (Bristol: William Pine, 1767), No.3, p. 90, stanzas I and 
2 of three. 
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2. Thee the bright harmonious Quire 
Three in One, On thy Throne 

Joyfully admire [Thee]; 
With triumphant acclamation 

Night and day Thee we pay 
Threefold adoration. 

3. Glorious God, like them we bless Thee 
God most high magnify 

Lord of aU confess Thee; 
'Ti11 we mount tbro' Jesus' Merit 

There to gaze, there to praise, 
Father, Son and Spirit. 8 

As in al1 hymns to the Trinity, these verses look up to the heavenly realm and 
associate the church on earth with the worship of the heavenly hosts, so vividly 
portrayed in the book of Revelation. They also look forward, as in the hymn just 
quoted above, to the moment when we shall be caUed to ascend through Christ 
into that eternal rejoicing. 

But already here and now something of that eternity is made known on earth 
below. It is the theme of some of the most powerful of Wesley's hymns for the 
Lord's Supper, this thought of the Eucharist as the presence, already now, of a 
fullness which shall be revealed hereafter. This same thought is to be found in 
some of the hymns of this collection. One in particular deserves to be quoted. 

1. 	 Father, Son, and Holy Spirit 
Sav'd by Thee 
Happy we 

Shall thy throne inherit: 
Here our heavenly banquet tasting. 

In thy love 
Joy we prove 

Ever, ever lasting. 

2. 	 Rapturous anticipation! 
Who believe 
We receive 

Sensible salvation; 
Silent bliss and full of glory, 

In thine eye 
While we lie 

Prostrated before Thee. 

8Hymns on the Trinity, No.2 (in section five of the volume), pp. 89-90. 
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3. 	 Manna spiritual and hidden, 
Perfect peace 
We possess, 

Our recover'd Eden: 
'Till we find the Fulness given 

In that sight 
Mercy's height, 

Love's sublimest heaven!9 

Love's sublimest height will come in the fullness and knowledge of God, in 
the beatific vision, the highest revelation of God's mercy and lovingkindness. 
Here already we possess in the hidden manna the perfect peace which is the con
tent of our recovery of Eden. The heavenly banquet which we now taste is that 
same banquet of which St. Isaac the Syrian spoke when he said, "Blessed is he 
who consumes the bread of love, which is Jesus."10 That is a banquet which can 
in no sense be confined to the Eucharist. It can be found in many places, but cer
tainly the Eucharist is its focal point. 

In the vision of heaven we are to be advanced to something further, something 
beyond the innocence of our first creation. As Wesley says in another hymn in 
this collection: 

The ~acred Three conspire 
In love to fallen man, 

T'exalt the creature higher, 
And turn his loss to gain. II 

Out of the fall a great gift is to come, the great and exceeding promise of which 
the second epistle to Peter speaks, that we are to become partakers of the divine 
nature. This verse (1 :4) of 2 Peter had been with John Wesley on the momentous 
day in May 1738, generally recognized as a turning in his career. It was not a 
verse which was peripheral to the faith of his brother Charles either. In the hymn 
in the first section of this collection which comments on William Jones' use of 
this passage, Charles Wesley writes: 

1. 	 All who partake of Christ, partake 
The nature properly Divine 

Of Him, who humbled for our sake 
Us with himself vouchsaf'd to join; 

And in his single Person shew' d 
The substance both of man and God. 

9Hymns on the Trinity, No. 37, pp. 121-22. 
lOSt. Isaac the Syrian, The Essential Homilies of St. Isaac the Syrian (Boston: Holy Transfigura

tion Monastery, 1984),224. 
IIHymns on the Trinity, No. 42, p. 124; the first four lines of stanza I. 
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2. 	 The precious promises in Him 
Are all contain' d and verified; 

And fashion'd like the God supreme 
Whoe'er in Christ by faith abide, 

Th'essential Holiness they share, 
The image of the Heavenly bear. 

3. 	 Jesus the Lord, thy nature pure 
To us, as capable, impart, 

And thus our hallow'd hearts assure 
That thou, the true Jehovah art, 

And wilt thro' death our Leader be 
Our God thro' all eternity.12 

So, from the very first revelation of God's name as Jehovah, at the moment when 
he is about to lead his people out of the death of slavery in Egypt, on to the moment 
when Jesus is raised from the dead, a resurrection which carries in it implicitly 
the resurrection of all humankind, it is one God, one Lord, one Saviour, who is at 
work. sharing his life, his very nature, with the people he calls to be his own. 

We thought at the beginning of this essay of the way in which the eighteenth 
century was the century of reason in which a purely rational religion, often of a 
Deist kind, was particularly attractive to progressive and thinking people. As 
sometimes happens, a strong movement in one direction theologically gives rise 
to a movement of reaction which yet shares more than it is aware with the ten
dency it attacks. So in the eighteenth century it was very possible for those who 
for one motive or another adopted a conservative stance in doctrinal issues to be 
as dryly rational in their approach to doctrine as those who thought of themselves 
as radicals. This is the origin of a kind of "high and dry" doctrinal orthodoxy 
which had as little of the Spirit in it as the religion of nature which it opposed. 
Jones of Neyland was aware of this possibility. For the Wesleys it was an acute 
problem. The brothers found themselves fighting on two fronts, against Deists on 
the one side, against the "high and dry" on the other. As Charles writes, 

Right notions have their slender use 
But cannot a sound faith produce 

Or vital piety .... 

and again 

Faith, tho' rational, is founded 

Not on man but God alone .... 


The thought that our faith must have its foundation in God rather than in human 
learning or human testimony is developed at length in a hymn in which Wesley 

12Hymns on the Trinity. No. 50, pp. 33-34. 

http:eternity.12
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prays that he might not just proclaim right doctrines but may also H ve them, dis
covering the life of God dwelling in his own life. 

1. 	 Thee, great tremendous Deity 
With Three in One, and One in Three 

I to the world proclaim, 
Inspire with purity and peace, 
And add me to thy witnesses 

By telling me thy name. 

2. 	 Fixt on the Athanasian mound, 
I still require a firmer ground 

My sinking faith to bear: 
I want to feel my soul renew'd 
In the similitude of God 

Jehovah's character. 

3. 	 My notions true are notions vain; 
By them I cannot grace obtain 

Or sav'd from sin arise: 
Knowledge acquir'd by books or creeds 
My learned self-righteous pride it feeds; 

'Tis love that edifies. 

4. 	 The truth I seemingly possess, 
But hold it in unrighteousness 

Without experience sure: 
Whoe'er the holy God contains, 
He must be purged from all his stains, 

A vessel clean and pure. 

5. 	 Furnish'd with intellectual light, 
In vain I speak of Thee aright, 

While unreveal' d Thou art: 
Thou only can suffice for me, 
The whole mysterious Trinity 

Inh,biting my heart. 

6. 	 Come then, Thou Tri-une God unknown, 
Take full possession of thine own, 

And keep me ever thine, 
An heir of bliss, for glory seaI'd 
A temple of the Lord, and fill'd 

With all the Hfe Divine. 13 

Amongst the most interesting points in these verses, we may notice first that 
it is one of the many places where Wesley follows the thought of William Jones 

IlHymns on lhe Trinity. No. 19 (in section five of the volume), pp. 102-3. 
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very closely. He too speaks of the danger of a purely intellectual assent to doc
trines and of the necessity of an inner purification. 

The mystery of faith is an invaluable treasure, but the vessel which contains it must 
be clean and undefiled; it must be held in a pure conscience as the manna, that glo
rious symbol of the word of faith preached to us in the Gospel, was confined in the 
tabernacle and preserved in a vessel of gold. 14 

Both men seem to be struggling to express realities which in their age, perhaps in 
any age, are particularly difficult to express. Both are clear that it is only the pres
ence of the living God at the heart of human life which enables us to speak in any 
fitting way of the glory of the Triune God, and to proclaim it to the world. 

It is interesting to notice here that John and Charles Wesley are wrestling with 
a problem which had clearly made itself felt at the very beginning of the devel
opment of scholastic theology in the medieval west. In his polemic against 
Abelard, Wi1liam of St. Thierry, surely one of the greatest mystical theologians in 
the whole of Christian history, had seen clearly that all true knowledge of God 
must of necessity be Trinitarian. 

All positive knowledge of God has a necessarily trinitarian character; just as is the 
case with our spiritual life which makes usfilii in Filio and which arrives at its ful
ness in spiritual union with God. The demands of the dialectical method lead 
finally to the dilemma; either our knowledge of the divine mystery is trinitarian or 
it does not exist. IS 

Despite all the differences of attitude between the twelfth and eighteenth cen
turies, on this point the Methodists and the Cistercians are perfectly at one. 
Furthermore, according to William, we can only know God in a knowledge which 
has become love, a love which conforms us to the One whom we love. Amor ipse 
intellectus est is his famous formula: love itself is understanding. The Cistercians 
could not admit a purely intellectual approach to theology any more than the 
Wesleys. "For them, theology could not be other than religion, an existential rela
tionship. They remained wholly in the Gospel and in a lived spirituality."16 

For William of St. Thierry it was in the doctrine of the Holy Spirit that the res
olution of the problem was to be found. In the life of faith and prayer the believer 
becomes "one spirit" with God, through the gift of the Holy Spirit, the bond of 
unity with the Trinity, as well as between the Trinity and all creation. William 
Jones and the Wesleys do not develop their doctrine of the Trinity with the same 
clarity and depth, but they move in the same direction. The dichotomy between 
head-knowledge and heart-knowledge which troubled them so much was over
come in their reappropriation of the doctrine of the Holy Spirit. As we shall 

14Jones, 82. 
ISPaul Verdeyen, La Theologie Mystique de Guillaume de St. Thierry (Paris: FAC-Editions, 

1990),38-39. 
16Verdeyen, 31. 
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expect, the verses in the section on the divinity of the Holy Spirit are among the 
most interesting in the collection. In one, for instance, Wesley affirms the neces
sity for the present action of the Holy Spirit in order that we may understand 
aright the Scriptures, which were written under the same Spirit's guidance. 

1. 	 Spirit of truth, essential God, 
Who didst thine antient saints inspire, 

Shed in their hearts thy love abroad, 
And touch their hallow'd lips with fire, 

Our God from all eternity, 
World without end, we worship thee. 

2. 	 Still we believe, Almighty Lord 
Whose presence fills both earth and heaven, 

The meaning of the written word 
Is still by inspiration given, 

Thou only dost thyself explain 
The secret mind of God to man. 

3. 	 Come then, Divine Interpreter, 

The scriptures to our hearts apply, 


And taught by thee we God revere, 

Him in Three Persons magnify 

In each the Tri-une God adore 
Who was, and is forevermore. 17 

In another hymn Wesley speaks as though each one of us is to know our own 
particular day of Pentecost when we shall fully and freely confess the love of the 
Father, revealed by the Son, imparted in the Spirit. In that day the name Orthodox 
will cease to describe a rigid literalist adherence to formulas, a sense which it 
commonly had in eighteenth-century usage; it will come to possess a more living 
meaning. Indeed, it will recover its original meaning of right worship or right 
glorification. In this hymn we have one of those places where Charles Wesley 
seems to reach out his hands to the eastern Christian tradition on the one side, and 
to the contemporary Pentecostal movement on the other. 

1. 	 Whene'er our day of Pentecost 
Is fully come, we surely know 

The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost 
Our God, is manifest below: 

The Son doth in the Father dwell, 
The Father in his Son imparts, 

His Spirit of joy unspeakable 
And lives for ever in our hearts. 

I7Hymns on the Trinity, No. 64, pp. 42-43. 
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2. 	 Our hearts are then convinc'd indeed 
That Christ is with the Father one; 

The Spirit that doth from Both proceed 
Attests the Co-eternal Son; 

The Spirit of truth and holiness 
Attests his own Divinity, 

And then the Orthodox confess 
One glorious God in Persons Three. 18 

Perhaps the most remarkable of these hymns is one which meditates on John 
6:45 ("It is written in the prophets, And they shall be all taught of God. Every 
man therefore that hath heard, and hath learned of the Father, cometh unto me"). 
In this hymn the somewhat individualistic sense of the indwelling of the Spirit 
which we find in most of the hymns is complemented by a sense of the corporate 
presence of the Spirit in the church at large. This presence unites the church on 
earth with the heavenly church in a single act of praise and thanksgiving. In this 
unity of earth and heaven the Spirit teaches us to love God perfectly and grants 
us "to have and know all things," in other words, to become partakers in the full
ness of the life of God. It is God himself who teaches us and leads us into the 
knowledge and love of God. In doing this he uses many means, many instru
ments. But he himself is greater than all of them and transcends them all. 

1. 	 Fulfil' d in us, we daily own 
The antient Gospel prophecy, 

Taught by the Holy Ghost alone, 
We all are taught by God most high; 

'Tis he instructs us thro' his grace, 
Whate'er the instruments employ'd, 

God only claims his people's praise: 
Our teacher is indwelling God. 

2. 	 Come, Holy Ghost, thy self reveal, 
Spirit of Grace and wisdom come, 

Thy own divine instructions seal, 
And make our hearts thy constant home: 

When thou art in thy saints below, 
We serve thee as the church above, 

And all things have, and all things know, 
Divinely taught our God to love. 19 

God himself is our teacher and guide. As Wesley says in another hymn: 

18Hymns on the Trinity. No. 63. p. 42. 

19Hymns on the Trinity. No. 65, pp. 43-44. 
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The Spirit is sent, pour'd out, and given, 
Both by the Father and the Son, 

And God come down from God in heaven 
Prepares, and lifts us to his throne.20 

In the coming of the Holy Spirit, who is God, the worship of the Church below 
is united with the Church in heaven. The kingdom is made known at least in 
anticipation, even here and now, and we ourselves are lifted up to God, made to 
share in the heavenly kingdom. 

While we have acknowledged that this collection of hymns does not contain 
Charles Wesley's finest work, I hope from what has been quoted to have shown 
that it is worthy of more attention than it has usually been given. The very fact 
that Wesley should have felt impelled to complete this work at a time when for 
whatever reason his inspiration seems to have been less abundant is in itself a wit
ness to his sense of its importance. If we ask why it is that in this volume Charles 
Wesley does not touch the height of his art, there are two considerations which at 
once suggest themselves. The first is simply that the verses in the first half of the 
volume which comment on Jones' Hundred Short and Clear Arguments are nec
essarily of a strongly didactic nature which inhibits the free development of the 
poet's gifts. The second consideration is one which I make more tentatively. It 
reflects on the whole way that the doctrine of the Trinity was expressed and taught 
in the west at this time. Despite their reading of the Fathers, John and Charles 
Wesley were heirs to a very long tradition of western Trinitarian theology in 
which the unity of the divine nature had been stressed at the expense of the Trinity 
of the Persons. These hymns reflect that tradition. The unity is too tightly drawn 
together to allow a full development of the Trinitarian mystery. It is true that in 
one hymn Charles Wesley prays, 

1. 	 Come, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, 
Whom One all-perfect God we own, 

Restorer of thine image lost, 
Thy various offices make known, 

Display, our fallen souls to raise, 
The whole <Economy of grace.21 

But even in this hymn the different offices of the three Persons are very closely 
held together. 

In a very interesting and somewhat paradoxical way it is in hymns which 
come from other strands of his writing that the doctrine of the Trinity seems to be 
most perfectly set out. When he is not trying to write a specifically Trinitarian 
hymn, he manages to make a wonderfully full and free statement of Trinitarian 
doctrine. Here, as an example, is one of the greatest of his hymns, even though 

20Hymns on the Trinity. ~o. 86, p. 57, lines 5-8. 

2IHymns on the Trinity. No. 14 (in section five of the volume), p. 98, stanza 1 of 4. 
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it is one which as yet is not widely known beyond the boundaries of Methodism. 
It is a work in which doctrine and devotion are perfectly reconciled, fused 
together into one. In it Charles Wesley sees our human life wholly caught up in 
the circulation of life and love which moves among the Persons of the Trinity. 

1. 	 Since the Son hath made me free, 
Let me taste my liberty; 
Thee behold with open face, 
Triumph in Thy saving grace, 
Thy great will delight to prove, 
Glory in Thy perfect love. 

2. 	 Abba, Father, hear Thy child, 
Late in Jesus reconciled; 
Hear, and all the graces shower, 
All the joy, and peace, and power, 
All my Saviour asks above, 
All the life and heaven of love. 

3. 	 Heavenly Adam, Life divine, 
Change my nature into Thine; 
Move and spread throughout my soul, 
Actuate and fill the whole; 
Be it I no longer now 
Living in the flesh, but Thou. 

4. 	 Holy Ghost, no more delay; 
Come, and in Thy temple stay; 
Now Thine inward witness bear, 
Strong, and permanent, and clear; 
Spring of life, Thyself impart, 
Rise eternal in my heart.22 

In his study of religion in England in the eighteenth century, Gordon Rupp 
concludes that the reader of Charles Wesley's hymns 

will not be surprised to find in them, on almost every page, evidence of a writer in 
almost all respects conditioned by the culture in which he thought and wrote .... 
What will astonish him, and may well move him, will be to discover again and 
again, divine songs which seem to escape such limitations altogether, a Christian 
devotion which is beyond the centuries, full of beauty, grace and truth.23 

22The Metlwdist Hymn Book (London: Epworth, 1933), No. 568. Hymns and Sacred Poems 
(London: Strahan, 1739),220-221, stanzas 6,8, II, and 12 of original; The Poetical Works ofJohn 
and Charles Wesley, ed. George Osborn, 13 vols. (London: Wesleyan-Methodist Conference Office, 
1868-72), 1:193-94. 

23Gordon Rupp, Religion in England in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1988), 415-16. 
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It is a conclusion which we may well wish to endorse, and in endorsing it to stress 
that these hymns have an ecumenical significance for Christians who worship in 
the English language which has as yet been scarcely appreciated. Perhaps when 
they are more widely used by Lutherans, Anglicans, Roman Catholics, and 
Eastern Orthodox, as wen as Methodists, we shall come to understand more of 
the fully fledged orthodoxy which they embody. 
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